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SPOTTING SCOPE by Dave Scovill

Takedown Rifles

from the rest between 
shots and risk introduc-
ing random variables, 
such as forearm place-
ment on the forward rest 
or movement of the rear 
bag. Good accuracy re-
quires a certain rhythm 
when shooting from 
the bench, and moving 
around or shifting positions be-
tween shots to take the rifle apart 
is disruptive.

A more valid test would be to 
assemble the rifle and shoot it, 
hundreds of times if need be, to de-
termine if it holds accuracy or loos-
ens up, causing groups to spread 
progressively over time. Such a test 
would require several range ses-
sions, no doubt, and I’m of the opin-
ion, for whatever it’s worth, that it 
would require too much time and 
effort, particularly if it was done 
properly by firing 50 to 100 rounds 
or so for accuracy, then dissem-

bling and cleaning, reassembling 
and firing 100 more rounds, etc.

That’s what happened with a 
Winchester Model 86 .33 WCF ex-
tra lightweight takedown rifle with 
a nickel-steel barrel acquired sev-
eral years ago. The Winchester was 
in fine shape, albeit the receiver 
had shed its bluing, so it was for-
warded to Turnbull Restorations 
to have the barrel bored out and 
chambered to .45-90 WCF with a 
20-inch twist to accommodate bul-
let weights from 300 to 420 grains. 
A Lyman sourdough front sight 
was mounted on a ramp, and the 
receiver was color casehardened. 
Owing the long, straight taper 
on the original 24-inch .33 WCF 
barrel, it was shortened to 21.5 
inches to maintain an appropri-
ate wall thickness at the muzzle. 
New wood was added when the  
rifle returned from Turnbull. When 
finished the compact 86 scaled 7.5 
pounds.

Anticipating that the Model 86 
would eventually be used to hunt 
bear, elk, moose or whatever var-
mints that happened along, it was 
tested with a variety of loads, 
mostly with Lyman cast bullet de-

Takedown rifles are relatively 
rare. The assumption, it would 

appear, is that it is physically im-
possible to properly tighten the 
barrel/receiver fit by hand, at least 
not as tightly as normally achieved 
using a barrel wrench. As a result, 
the prevailing opinion is that the 
barrel will eventually shoot loose, 
causing accuracy to suffer.

The routine test used to ascer-
tain the accuracy of takedown 
rifles is to shoot the rifle, take it 
down, reassemble it, then shoot 
again. Repeating this test several 
times will prove whether or not 
the rifle is capable of holding all 
shots in a respectable cluster that 
is comparable to accuracy when 
firing the same number of shots 
without removing the barrel be-
tween shots. That’s a tough test to 
pass, acknowledging that groups 
with any given rifle will vary a bit 
with each five-shot effort, and it 
gets worse if you remove the rifle 

Americase designed this 
gun case for the Model 

86 takedown rifle.
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signs 456191 at about 300 grains 
and its 456192 340-grain moulds, 
along with 300-grain Barnes Orig-
inal and Hawk softnose bullets. 
Owing the shorter barrel that 
would likely produce a bit less 
than 2,200 fps generated by Win-
chester High Velocity smokeless 
loads in a 24-inch barrel, 2,100 fps 
or something close to that was 
considered more or less appropri-
ate, depending on data gleaned 
from older Lyman/Ideal loading 
manuals.

After firing nearly 250 rounds, 
judging from bullet counts, the 

load of choice was 56 grains of 
IMR-4198 with 300-grain jack-
eted bullets and 51 grains of IMR-
4895 and IMR-3031 with 340- and 
400-grain cast bullets. Prior to a 
moose hunt, another 50 rounds 
with Hawk 300-grain bullets was 
used up in practice at various 
ranges to confirm point of aim 
from 25 to 200 yards. Through it 
all, accuracy was adequate to hit a 
jackrabbit out to around 220 yards, 
fairly typical for all my lever ac-
tions, takedowns or solid frames, 
and if nothing else, showed the 
Winchester Model 1886 takedown 
is a strong, dependable rifle.

Following the 86 takedown 
.45-90 WCF, another Winchester 
(USRAC) Model 1886 .45-70 was 
acquired and sent to Turnbull 
Restorations to have a .50 Black 
Powder Express barrel installed. 
Several months of shooting led 
to a suitable hunting load with 105 

grains of Swiss 11⁄2 black under a 
473-grain cast bullet (BHN 19) 
with a .030-inch thick vegetable 
wad that used up several pounds 
of powder and something over 350 
cast bullets, not to forget test loads 
with a few other powders. The rifle 
was eventually taken to Botswana 
to hunt a variety of plains game at 
ranges out to 200+ yards, includ-
ing kudu, tsessebe, impala, red 
lechwe, wart hog and Cape buffalo. 
My best guess is the rifle consumed 
well over 400 rounds of black-pow-
der loads that generated from 1,450 
to 1,600 fps with the 473-grain cast 

Left, the Winchester Model 95 takedown 
rifle has a large setscrew for fine adjust-
ment with the receiver. Right, the Zeglin 
Model 95 features uninterrupted threads.
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bullets and remains as tight as the 
day it was first fired. Both of the 
professional hunters in Botswana 
fired a few rounds that were left 
over after the hunt with the .50 BP 
EX and agreed recoil was similar 
to a .458, and/or a 12-pound .470 
double rifle.

Following the Botswana adven-
ture, the USRAC Model 86 take-
down was returned to Turnbull 
Restoration to have a .475 Turn-
bull barrel installed and again 
was subjected to several hun-
dred rounds in load development 
prior to a return to Africa. With 
the loads of choice, including a 
Barnes 400-grain banded solid, 
a Barnes 400-grain Triple-Shock 
and an RCBS 475-450 cast bullet 
of my design, all chronographed at 
approximately 2,150 fps from the 
26-inch half-round, half-octagonal 
barrel. The nearly 10-pound rifle  
– when loaded with four rounds 
in the magazine and one in the 
chamber, plus 10 rounds in the 
butt cuff – collected two cow ele-
phant, a Cape buffalo, waterbuck, 
bushbuck, wart hog and hippo. 
The shortest shots were 14 and 22 
yards on elephant, and the long-
est was an ear-hole shot at about 
90 yards on a bull hippo. Through 
it all, the rifle still maintains 1.5-
inch, five-shot groups at 100 yards, 
effectively placing any given shot 
within .75 inch of where the sights 
are pointed.

During the development of the 
USRAC .50 BP Express takedown 
rifle, I asked the late Bill Atkinson 
(A&M Rifle Co. and head engineer 
for the Sturm, Ruger & Co. pistol 
plant in Prescott, Arizona) if he 
had ever designed a takedown 
mechanism for a bolt action. He 
had designed three different con-
figurations, but as it turned out, 
Bill Ruger had reservations and 
decided not to offer a takedown 
rifle. So, I asked if he might like to 
convert a standard Ruger M77 .30-
06 to a takedown .405 WCF. Atkin-
son still maintained his shop near 
his home and suggested it might 
take a while, but he would order 
a Shilen .411-inch barrel and give 
it a whirl.

The catch was that it would re-

quire segregated threads to offer 
a 90-degree turn if I wanted to re-
move the barrel without remov-
ing the scope. Since Ruger scope 
mounts are integral with the re-
ceiver and generally return to 
zero when removed and replaced, 
which is verified by a collimator, 
it didn’t matter to me one way 
or the other, but all the original 
Winchester takedowns used in-
terrupted threads, and the circa 
1902 .33 WCF takedown that was 
converted to .45-90 WCF worked 
well enough, so it seemed reason-
able for a .405 WCF bolt-action 
takedown as well. At least recoil 
with the .405 WCF couldn’t be any 
more brutal than the .45-90 WCF 
that pushed a 300-grain bullet to 
similar velocities, i.e., 2,200 fps in 
a 7.5-pound rifle.

As luck would have it, shortly 
after Bill Atkinson agreed to 
build the M77 takedown .405 WCF,  
Hornady agreed to make a run 
of .405 WCF factory loads, which 
led to the introduction of the US-
RAC Model 95 .405 WCF, and two 
boxes of Winchester factory loads 
(circa 1940s) were located at a gun 
show in Camp Verde, Arizona, so 
for awhile at least, I was awash in 
ammunition and brass, but it didn’t 
take long to figure out that the .405 
WCF M77 Ruger was going to wear 
out my shoulder before the take-
down design shot loose.

While the .405 WCF project was 
going on, a conversation with Fred 
Zeglin of Casper, Wyoming, at the 
time, turned to Model 95 Winches- 

All Winchester lever-action takedown 
rifles with tubular magazines use this 
design with interrupted barrel threads.
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ters. Fred had a takedown design 
for the Model 95 that he wanted 
me to try, so I agreed to forward a 
USRAC Model 95 .30-06 to be con-
verted to a takedown with two 
barrels, one for the .375 Hawk/
Scovill, the other to .411 Hawk. 
Both barrels would have uninter-
rupted threads, and my only stip-
ulation was that the receiver be 
drilled and tapped for a Lyman re-
ceiver sight so the .375 didn’t re-
quire a rear barrel sight.

Fred provided a standard Win-
chester rear sight assembly on the 
.411 barrel along with a ramp-
mounted sourdough front sight 
complete with front sight hood 
that could be switched to the 
ramp-mounted bead front sight 
on the .375 if needed. Both bar-
rels are bead blasted and blued to 
match the USRAC receiver. Tests 
with both barrels suggest it would 
be nearly impossible to shoot the 
Zeglin rifle enough in a lifetime  
of normal use to sufficiently test 
the takedown conversion, which is 
probably true for the other take-
down rifles on hand as well.

In addition to the rifles de-
scribed above, a USRAC Model 
86 .45-70 was forwarded to Turn-
bull Restorations a few years ago 
to be fitted with two barrels – 
.50-110 and .45-90 WCFs. A Win-

chester Model 95 .30-06 takedown, 
circa 1915, was also located at a 
gun sale. Interestingly, its cham-
ber will barely accept a go-gauge. 
The rifle shows normal use, with 
a dinged-up stock, but the action 
is smooth and tight. So a lifetime 
supply of Winchester Silvertips 
(500) was ordered, and slightly less 
than half of them have been fired 
over 48.0 grains of IMR-4895 with 
no measurable effect on headspace 
or the takedown plate; that from a 
101-year-old rifle.

Folks may wonder why anyone 
would want a takedown rifle in 
the first place. When takedowns 
first appeared, they seemed to be 
the result of the demand by some 
folks to have a handy, short rifle to 
carry in their duffle, probably with 
the idea of having a rifle handy for 
impromptu plinking, camp meat, 
protection or some such, without 
the bulk of a longer rifle scabbard 
or hard case.

This agrees with my sentiments 
as well, not only because they re-
quire a less bulky case, but es-
pecially when TSA and foreign 
customs agents routinely treat 
them as a non-issue, because they 
are disassembled. This is also the 
reason I remove the barreled ac-
tion from the stock on solid frame 
rifles to fit in a custom Americase 
for foreign travel.

At any rate, traveling by stage 
coach or train across the fron-
tier, which made frequent stops 
to water the horses or boiler, it 
makes sense for passengers to 
wander around a bit with a rifle to 
pick off a rabbit or birds to add to  
the sparse meals, etc., or conduct 
a friendly shooting competition 
with fellow passengers. Self-pro-
tection was probably a concern 
as well. In some circles, it appears  
a takedown rifle was referred to as 
a “buggy” rifle. Either way, during 
the late 1800s and early 1900s, 
there seems to have been a respect-
able market for takedown rifles, 
whether modern accuracy buffs 
agree with the concept or not.

*  *  *
The Winchester takedown sys-

tem with a tubular magazine starts 
by opening the action, then flip the 



lever up at the end of the maga-
zine tube and unscrew it, about 
four to five full turns, while alter-
nately flipping the lever back and 
forth to clear the barrel. When the 
magazine tube is free from the re-
ceiver, get a firm grip on the fore-
stock with the butt of the rifle held 
firmly between your legs and feet 
and twist it counterclockwise a 
quarter turn to free the barrel 
from the receiver. The use of the 
term “firm” is because the fit on 
these rifles is usually very tight.

For rifles like the Model 95 with 
a box magazine, push the release 

key at the rear of the forestock and 
twist the barrel counterclockwise 
a quarter turn. The Atkinson Ru-
ger M77 .405 WCF uses the same 
basic takedown system as the 
Winchester Model 95, while the 
Zeglin rifle with uninterrupted 
threads uses a pin stop on the re-
ceiver to position the barrel, and 
the barrel is secured in that posi-
tion with a setscrew on the oppo-
site side of the receiver.

One of the most interesting 
takedown rifles is a Mannlicher- 
Schönauer Model 1910 .375 EX. 
After removing the bolt, the bar-

reled action is removed from the 
stock by pushing the release at 
the forward end of the magazine 
floorplate with the tip of a bullet, 
then turn the floorplate approxi-
mately 90 degrees and lift out the 
magazine box. Then pull the pin 
that secures the forend to a bar- 
rel boss and lift the barreled ac-
tion out of the stock. The fit and 
finish on the floorplate and the 
cross pin are silky smooth and re-
quire a bit of study to appreciate 
the mechanical genius of it all, in-
cluding the meticulous inletting 
and bedding. R

The Atkinson M77 
takedown uses one 
of three prototype 
designs originally 

made for Bill Ruger.

The Model 1910 
Mannlicher- Schönauer 
takedown rifle is an  
engineering marvel.
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After enjoying successes with 
  the models Henry (aka 1860), 

1866 and 1873 lever-action rifles, 
each being an improved version 
over the previous model, Win-
chester offered the Model 1876 
Centennial rifle. It was based on 
the same toggle-link action design 
of the Model 1873 but increased 
in size to handle longer and more 
powerful cartridges. The western 
frontier was still plenty wild, and 
there was high demand for a reli-
able and powerful repeating rifle. 
The 1876 quickly gained accep-
tance in the U.S. and its territories 
with big-game hunters, scouts, etc., 
but also became popular in India 
(for the large cats), England, Africa 
and Canada. Winchester developed 
new cartridges specifically for the 
1876, including the .40-60, .45-60, 
.45-75 and .50-95 WCFs.

The original Centennial rifle re-
ceived its name from having been 
introduced on this country’s 100-
year anniversary and was dis-
played at Philadelphia’s Centennial 
Exposition. They were accurate, 
reliable rifles and offered big-bore 
punch and unusual quality.

Repeating cartridge rifles were 
still relatively new, and in spite  
of Winchester’s huge success, the 
Model 1873 was sometimes criti-
cized for not offering enough power 
with its primary .44 WCF (aka 
.44-40 Winchester) cartridge that 
pushed a 200-grain bullet around 
1,300 fps. Big-game hunters and  
riflemen wanting a bit more range 
and muscle usually turned to var-
ious single-shot rifles. The Model 

1876 answered that demand with 
the .40-60 pushing a 210-grain 
bullet 1,562 fps, the .45-60 with a 
300-grain slug at 1,315, while the 
potent .45-75 launched a 350-grain 
bullet around 1,383 fps, which was 
respectable power for many appli-
cations. Introduced in 1879, the 
.50-95 WCF featured a bottleneck 
case and launched a 300-grain bul-
let to a reported 1,557 fps, which 
was followed with a 350-grain slug 
at around 1,300 fps (depending on 
source). Its large caliber helped  
it gain a favorable reputation on  
bison, elk and grizzly bears.

By 1881 the Model 1876 faced 
stiff competition from the Marlin 
Model 1881, which could house the 
military-adopted .45-70 Govern- 
ment cartridge, but its toughest 
competition came from the Brown-
ing-designed Winchester Model 
1886 that was lighter, more com-
pact, stronger and could house 
longer and even more potent car-
tridges. Although production con-
tinued through 1897, sales began 
to lag due largely to the popularity 
of the Model 1886.

Original Model 1876 rifles com-
mand a premium with most being 
bought up by collectors. High-con-
dition examples with good bores, 
special-order options, etc., are 
especially difficult to obtain and 
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command premiums – and rarely 
do their owners shoot them. Be-
ginning in 2007, the Italian firm A. 
Uberti began manufacturing qual-
ity reproductions with initial cali-
bers being .40-60, .45-60 and .45-75 
WCFs. I have fired and developed 
load data for each and found them 
accurate and reliable. The .50-95 
WCF was the last cartridge of-
fered and is now readily available 
in multiple configurations.

The rifle used herein was im-
ported by Cimarron Repeating 

Arms and features the standard 
28-inch octagonal barrel, straight 
lever and crescent steel buttplate. 
This is a big rifle with an overall 
length of 49 inches, and it weighs 
around 101⁄2 pounds. The action 
works smoothly, as did loading, 
firing and ejection of cartridges 
throughout testing. The receiver, 
hammer and lever are case-col-
ored, while the barrel and maga-
zine tube are blued. The buttstock 
and forearm are European wal-
nut that is finished in a reddish,  
semigloss color. Wood-to-metal fit, 
machining, etc., are all rated as 
good, especially considering the 
comparatively modest price of this  
rifle (MSRP: $1,609). Although there 
are small differences between 
this reproduction and the original 
Winchesters, they are minor. The 
Uberti is a quality rifle constructed 
of modern steels and is suitable 
for loads containing black powder 
(and substitutes) and appropriate 
smokeless powder.

Original Model 1876 .50-95 rifles 
feature a one-in-60-inch rifling 

twist. The Uberti reproductions 
are fitted with a faster one-in- 
48-inch, right-hand twist with six 
grooves, which I feel is an improve- 
ment, especially when using 350- 
grain and heavier bullets, and it 
still produces good accuracy with 
300-grain “express” loads and bul-
lets. The bore is .500 inch while the 
groove is .507/.508 inch. Cast bul-
lets used in handloads and factory 
ammunition are sized .510 inch and 
.511 inch, respectively, all of which 
gave excellent accuracy.

Select handload data was developed 
for the .50-95 WCF.

Jamison .50-95 WCF factory loads were 
accurate in the Uberti Model 1876.
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Ammunition is available online 
from Jamison Brass & Ammuni-
tion (www.captechintl.com) and 
Ten-X (www.tenxammo.com). Us-
ing Jamison Legacy Grade loads 
containing 350-grain RNFP cast 
bullets at an advertised 1,300 fps, 
the big 1876 managed to place five 
shots in 1.1 inches at 75 yards, 
which is more than enough accu-
racy for any big game that might 
be hunted with this rifle and car-
tridge. Actual velocity was 1,302 
fps, and extreme velocity spread 
was an impressive 18 fps.

A variety of handloads were de-
veloped, with all that information 
appearing soon at www.loaddata 
.com. RCBS dies were used; how-
ever, the expander ball was too 
large to offer proper case neck 
tension, so it was machined down 
from .512 to .507 inch, resulting  
in improved extreme spreads, ac-
curacy and reliability. Two note-
worthy loads included 19.7 grains 
of IMR Trail Boss powder with the 
350-grain, .510-inch Buffalo Arms 
Company hand-cast bullet for 1,336 
fps. The same bullet loaded with 
32.0 grains of Accurate 5744 pow-
der reached 1,360 fps. That load 
proved more sensitive to powder 
positioning, so to achieve top ac-
curacy all loads were tested with 
the powder to the rear of the case.

For those willing to cast their 
own bullets, Lyman mould 515139 
at 340 grains is also a good  
bullet that can be used with the 
above powder charges. All loads 
were capped with CCI 250 Large 
Rifle Magnum primers to assure 
reliable ignition. Each of the above 
loads proved accurate, with sev-
eral groups hovering around one 
inch at 75 yards. In spite of the 
above smokeless loads being 
within the 28,000 CUP maximum 
pressure limits assigned to most 
black-powder-era rifle cartridges, 
they are still recommended for 
modern rifles only.

The Uberti 1876 fed and fired 
cartridges smoothly, was accurate 
and fun to shoot. It offers plenty 
of power for hunting big game, the 
same as it did 140 years ago, and  
it still begs to be taken afield. R
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fits over the rod and thusly use it 
as a cleaning rod guide.

Usually one patch is sufficient 
to clean most barrels if the shooter 
is sufficiently experienced in pre-
paring handloads that give min-
imal fouling. On very hot days, 
fouling can be more stubborn. As 
a rule, to be on the safe side, I  
use two wet patches followed by a 
dry patch. The barrel is then clean. 
Many very high-scoring competi-
tors only clean at the end of a 40-
shot match, which usually means 
60 rounds were fired, counting 
sighters, at each relay. Except in 
high humidity, I clean between each 
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A recent reader letter stated 
  in effect, “You have written 

much on getting BPCRs to shoot 
accurately, but you have never 
talked about cleaning up after 
shooting black powder.”

That oversight will be remedied 
here. First of all, forget the old 
myth that to clean a firearm fired 
with black powder, you must take 
it into the shower with you. As a 
matter of fact, cleaning up a black 
powder dirtied rifle thoroughly is 
easier than cleaning up one used 
with smokeless powder and jack-
eted bullets if done thoroughly.

All that is needed is a proper 
solution for removing fouling, a 
sack of 100 percent cotton patches 
of the proper size and a stout 
cleaning rod with proper size jag. 
Let’s consider the cleaning solu-
tion first. My homemade solution 
consists of a spray bottle of Win-
dex with vinegar. It does not need 
be used full strength. I dump a  
bottle of it into a gallon milk jug  
and then dilute to the top with  
tap water. (Windex with vinegar is 
hard to find in some locales. Please 

don’t do like one reader of another 
magazine, who wrote pointing out 
how stupid I was because Windex 
didn’t make a solution with vine-
gar. Windex came with ammonia 
according to him. I took a photo of 
the spray bottle’s label – the same 
one in this column – and sent it to 
him with the message, “Please re-
spond.” He did not.)

If you give up on finding Windex 
with vinegar, there are commer-
cial solutions sold expressly for 
black-powder fouling. The cleaner 
sold by Shiloh Rifle Manufacturing 
is also shown in the accompany-
ing photo. Next get some cleaning 
patches; I prefer the twill textured 
patches sold by Lyman, because 
their “roughness” tends to catch 
on specs of lead and drag them 
out of the barrel.

A stout cleaning rod means one 
made of steel. More than one good 
BPCR barrel has been ruined by a 
flexible rod rubbing the chamber 
mouth, and don’t think a rubber 
coating will replace “stout.” The 
rubber will scrape off if the rod is 
flexible enough to rub the barrel. 
Note in the photo that my cleaning 
rod has a slot for a cleaning patch 
a few inches farther back from 
the jag. Its purpose is to keep the 
rod from dropping and banging 
against the muzzle’s crown when 
the jag exits.

So how does the patch, solu-
tion, rod and jag all come together 
to easily clean a BPCR? Most big, 
BPCR single shots are cleaned 
from the breech end. Trapdoor 
Springfields instantly pop into 
mind as the primary exception. I 
put a patch soaked in solution in 
front of the chamber and then gen-
tly push it in with the rod. Doing 
so is important. Some fellows tend 
to whip the rod like they’re playing 
a fiddle, and that’s hard on barrels. 
Most of us protect the chamber by 
drilling out a cartridge case so it 
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reloading books
on America’s
31⁄4-inch BP
cartridges.
These books
cover many of
the issues that
are unique to
these long, straight cases and
offer reloading data for the hunter.

• 40-90 Sharps Straight
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• 50-140-31⁄4 • 50-90-21⁄2

Steve Carpenter
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DOWN RANGE by Mike Venturino

cleaning black-PowdeR
Rifles

The best ingredients for 
cleaning black-powder 
rifles are easily found 
commercially.

Note the large diameter of the cleaning 
rod and the chamber guide (a drilled-
out cartridge) on it.
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relay. That means about 15 to 17 
rounds are fired between clean-
ing. At the end of the day, the dry 
patch needs to be followed by an 
oily one, not forgetting to also wipe 
off the rifle’s muzzle.

If the rifle will be fired the next 
day, I don’t dismount the breech-
block (falling block-type rifles). 
If it will be stored for weeks or 
months until the next match, I 
do dismount the breechblock 
and give its mortise a wiping out 
along with a dose of oil. I have 
tended not to remove the breech-
block with rolling blocks and got 
a good chewing out by my friend 
Dave Gruhler, a two-time national 
champion in BPCR Silhouette. (I 
know he reads these pages, so I’m 
telling him I will do so hereafter.)

Some very alert readers are now 
thinking, What about leading? 
That can be a significant problem 
some days and with some rifles. In 
my shooting kit there is always a 
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A piece of Lyman’s Turbo Polishing 
cloth can be used to remove  leading 
from a barrel.

piece of Lyman’s Turbo Polishing 
Cloth. If I feel there could be some 
leading in my barrel, between re-
lays I cut off a proper size piece 
and run it down a dry, unoiled bar-
rel. If there is lead, you can feel  
the cloth cutting into it and see it 
after the patch exits. (Do not rub 
this cloth on color casehardening. 
It will erase it.) I clean the bar-
rel again with fluid to remove any 
residue from the patch. A bottle of 
Shiloh Creek Lead Removing fluid 
is also kept handy to use at the end 
of the day before oiling the barrel.

That’s all that is necessary to 
clean a BPCR from the breech. 
If cleaning from the muzzle, a 
rod guide is a smart accessory. I 
hope this helps dispel some of the  
“take the rifle into the shower” 
nonsense. R
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The little scope screws that 
hold rings together and bases 

to rifle actions were discussed in 
Part I (Rifle No. 286). This time 
larger scope screws are the topic. 
These are the fasteners that at-
tach rings to bases, provide wind-
age adjustment on some bases and 
join the major parts of mounting 
systems that provide quick re-
moval and reattachment of optic 
sights. In many cases replace-
ments are no longer available, so 
damage should be avoided. Also, 
improper tightening can lead to 
loss of scope zero and even total 
failure of the mounting system.

Far and away the most common 
scope mounting system for pro-
duction-type rifles over the past 
60 years is the Weaver, in the form 

of that company’s detachable rings 
and aluminum bases. Here the ring 
is joined to the base by a clamp 
arrangement in which a threaded 
rod has been pressed into one 
side of the bottom of the ring. The 
rod passes across the bottom and 
through a clamping plate on the 
other side. A round nut (thumb 
nut) with a serrated edge screws 
onto the rod and, when tightened, 
clamps the ring firmly to the base. 
This nut also has a driver slot cut 
across its face.

The Weaver clamp system is ex-
cellent, but problems occur when 
owners tighten the thumb nut. 
Most everyone first tries a com-
mon screwdriver, which is far too 
narrow for the .085-inch slot. As 
the nut comes tight, the threaded 
rod protrudes through the center 
of the nut (This does not happen 
on today’s Weaver rings.), push-
ing the screwdriver blade out of 
the slot. As the blade twists out, 
it leaves two outstanding burrs 
on the edge of the slot. A few us-
ers do this two or three times be-
fore putting a pair of pliers on the 
thumb nut, creating more burrs. 
Not only does this look bad, but 
also the burrs are like little hooks 
that catch on and rip the sleeves 
of jackets and rain gear when car-
rying the rifle.

All this is unnecessary. Gun-
smith suppliers like Brownells 
carry specially made bits for all 
the uses mentioned in this col-
umn. They fit into the ubiquitous 
magnetic-tip screwdriver. The 
“winged” driver (see photo) is a 
commercial product, but I haven’t 
seen a new one in years. It can be 
easily filed out of sheet steel that 
is at least as thick as the Weaver 
driver slot. Note the notch in the 
center to accommodate the end of 
the threaded rod in older Weaver 
rings.

Proper tightening of a Weaver 
2020 W. Quail Avenue - Dept. R

Phoenix, AZ 85027

LIGHT GUNSMITHING by Gil Sengel

scoPe scRews – PaRT ii

Moderate screw slot damage on this 
Weaver thumb nut was caused by a 
common screwdriver blade.

Repair damage using a punch to tap 
down burrs.

A pretty good repair after touch up 
with a file and cold blue.
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thumb nut is to run it up with the 
fingers as far as possible, making 
certain the ring is down on the 
base and the clamp plate is in its 
proper position. Only then use the 
driver to turn it another 1⁄8 revolu-
tion or less. That’s all. Much more 
can deform the 6x48-tpi threads of 
the rod or thumb nut, then it won’t 
stay tight.

Many folks are now wondering 
why Weaver used that wide screw 
slot on the scope ring thumb nuts. 
It’s simple. A U.S. half-dollar coin 
fits it perfectly and provides all 
the gripping surface needed to 
tighten or loosen the nut. My dad 
and other riflemen I knew as a kid 
carried the coins, having a notch 
filed in the edge for this purpose. 
Bill Weaver was a very savvy fellow.

Rings designed by Bill Ruger 
for use on his rifles having integral 
scope bases are also of the clamp-
type. They use a thumb nut with 
a slot to secure them. Ruger’s rod 
and thumb nut are more rugged 
than the Weaver, being of 10x32- 
tpi size. Here the threaded rod was 
never long enough to protrude into 
the slot in the thumb nut, so all 
manner of too narrow screwdriver 
blades are employed to tighten it. 
Used Ruger rings without burred 
thumb nuts are rare. Tighten the 
nut just like the Weaver, being cer-
tain both gripping surfaces are 
properly seated in the base. Im-
proper seating is the main reason 
for problems with the Ruger sys-
tem.

The next most commonly abused 

scope screw is that used to secure 
the rear ring on many Redfield, Leu- 
pold and Burris bases. These are 
actually two opposing screws that 
hold the ring down on the base 
and provide a means to zero the 
scope for windage without using 
the scope’s internal adjustments. 
This is a very useful feature con-
sidering many sporterized military 
rifles do not have their drilled-and-

tapped scope base holes located in 
line with the bore.

The bearing surface on this 
screw is concave. It fits over a 
matching convex area machined 
into the bottom of the ring. A bit 
of muscle is needed to loosen one 
screw and tighten the opposing 
one, as well as tighten them both 
securely when proper adjustment 
is reached. A short, interchange-

The damaged windage screw on a 
Redfield base is mounted to a custom 
Mauser valued at several thousand  
dollars.

A Weaver ring (left) and Ruger ring (right) with hardware removed show the small 
threaded rods that are easily deformed by too much torque.
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able-tip screwdriver is best for 
this, but the bit must fit the slot! 
Some of the worst burrs on mount-
ing systems are seen on these two 
screws.

The last group of special scope 
screws are those used on old .22 
rimfire mounts that slide onto 
common receiver dovetails or at-
tach side mounts to such rifles. 
There is a large variety of these, 
because installing scopes on .22s 
became very popular beginning 
in the 1950s. Until recently such 
optics used ¾- or 7⁄8-inch diameter 
tubes instead of the standard one 
inch.

As one might imagine, the rim-
fire’s lack of recoil and low cost 
meant their scope mounts would 
be designed accordingly. Early 
mounts were stamped from mild 
sheet steel then pressed into 
shape. Later varieties were alumi-
num extrusions. Screws clamping 
the scope tube in the mount, and 
the mount to the receiver dovetail, 
should be tightened with a coin (a 
quarter) if possible. A screwdriver 
must be used with great care, as 
it’s easy to strip threads in the thin 
sheet metal and soft aluminum. 
For side mounts that allow re-
moval of the scope by simply back-
ing out two large-head screws, a 
screwdriver should never be used. 
The serrated edges of the screws 
indicate they should be turned 
only by fingers, with maybe a tiny 
nudge from a coin. More torque 
can deform sheet metal mounts, 
causing a change in the rifle’s 
point of impact.

Another consideration is that 
holes in the sheet steel mounts 
were punched rather than drilled 

– it’s cheaper. This raises a burr 
on the edge of the hole. Tapping 
raises another burr. Sometimes 
burrs are not quite removed. The 
result is that surfaces that are sup-
posed to have full contact don’t 
have it, because the burr holds 
them apart. Looseness of the 
scope in the mount or the mount 
on the rifle receiver results. Many 
old scopes and mounts have been 
ruined because looseness led to 
over-tightening when 30 seconds 
with a file would have solved the 
problem. For what it is worth, I 
have never seen an American- 
made rimfire scope mount that did 
not work perfectly when properly 
assembled.

Four of Weaver’s half-dozen or 
so mounts designed for .22 rim-
fires are shown. Only the one-inch 
rings with a dovetail clamp base 
are still available. Nevertheless, 

The concave surface of a Redfield 
windage screw and its convex recess in 
the ring.

These are  
commercial  

drivers for Weaver 
thumb nuts (top), 
Redfield windage 

screws (left)  
and Brownells’ 
removable-tip 

screwdriver 
(right). Drivers 

like the first two 
are easily made.

(Continued on page 59)
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Shoot a hard-kicking rifle or hold almost any 
rifle incorrectly, and sooner than later recoil is go-

ing to cause a scope to rear back and bite you. Some 
shooters wear their scar from a scope cut like a badge 
of courage. Others hold their heads down, concealing 
their cuts like a disfigurement. Whatever a shooter’s 
temperament, tattooing an eyebrow or nose with a 
scope is not conducive to continued good shooting.

Eye relief is the distance from the last glass surface 
to where the eye is positioned to see the full field of 
view through a scope. A generous amount of eye re-
lief is the best protection against receiving a smack 
on the forehead. Attention to your shooting position 
also goes a long way to keep a scope’s ocular lens bell 
at a safe distance during recoil.

“For hard-kicking rifles you want to stay within 
that 31⁄2-inch range of eye relief,” said Dave Domin, 
of Leupold & Stevens. “For such rifles, you probably 
want to stay away from high-magnification scopes 
that go down to about 21⁄2 inches of eye relief.”

A scope’s eye relief is intertwined with its magni-
fication and field of view (FOV). If magnification is 
increased, FOV must decrease or eye relief must be re-
duced. Enlarge FOV, and magnification must decline 
or eye relief is shortened. If eye relief is increased, 
FOV or magnification must be decreased.

A variable scope allows magnification adjustment 
to provide the right mix of eye relief, FOV and mag-
nification. For example, a Leupold VX-3 1.5-5x 20mm 
scope set on 1.5x has 4.40 inches of eye relief and 
3.70 inches of eye relief when turned up to 5x. Such 
a relatively low-power scope is a good choice for a 
hard-kicking rifle, like a .416 magnum, that will be 
shot at short distances. Its FOV of 68 feet at 100 yards 
at the lowest power and 23.80 feet at the highest 
power is a plus for quickly getting on target.

Increased magnification provides more exact aim-
ing for long-range shooting. A Leupold VX-3 4.5-14x 
40mm scope provides the same eye relief at its lowest 
and highest settings as the 1.5-5x 20mm scope. That 
comes mainly from the higher-power scope’s objective 
lens that is twice as large in diameter. However, the 
higher magnification variable’s FOV is about a third 
of the lower-magnification variable’s FOV.

Extended eye relief scopes, commonly called scout 

scopes, could be the solution to preventing scope cuts, 
because their extra-long eye relief allows mounting 
them far forward on a rifle. “But these scopes usually 
don’t have enough magnification for long-range shoot-
ing,” Domin said, “and their FOV is rather narrow.” Leu- 
pold’s VX-2 1.5-4x 28mm IER Scout Scope has 6.90 
and 6.0 inches of eye relief at its lowest and highest 
settings, but its FOV is a narrow 41.70 and 17.30 feet, 
respectively, at 100 yards.

Properly placing a scope in its rings is important 
to attain the maximum amount of eye relief. Domin 
said when mounting a scope, turn it to its highest 
power and slowly push it forward in the rings until 
the full FOV is lost. “Then slightly pull the scope back 
to where you can see the full FOV, and it will be cor-
rectly positioned,” he said. That scope position pro-
vides some rearward leeway in placing your eye.

The shooter’s position behind a scope also deter-
mines if a scope can get a running start at his eye-
brow. Scopes with a 40mm diameter or narrower 
objective lens allow mounting it fairly low over a rifle’s 
receiver. That helps keep a shooter’s cheek in tight 
contact with the stock comb, the head from sliding 
forward during recoil and the eyebrow away from 
the scope. “It’s best to strap a comb riser on a stock 
when using scopes with a larger objective lens, like a 
56mm,” Domin said.

A RIFLEMAN’S OPTICS by John Haviland

scoPe eye Relief

Tilting a rifle to shoot uphill or downhill tends to move a 
scope closer to the eye, increasing the possibility of hitting 
the eyebrow when the rifle fires.
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Domin suggests beginning shoot-
ers shoot their rifles as much as 
possible to become familiar with 
them. “And get behind the rifle and 
hold onto it like you mean it,” he 
said. Get behind the rifle, but do 
it right.

With nothing better to do one 
winter afternoon, my brother and 
I were shooting his .300 magnum 
at rocks on a far hillside. When he 
pointed at a rock for me to shoot, 
I had to angle the rifle across my 
chest to aim at it. My thin shoulder 
was the only obstacle to the rifle’s 
recoil, and the edge of the scope 
peeled back half of my eyebrow. 
Figuring to “get back on the horse” 
and all that, I shot again. The scope 
whacked me again, and I bled like 
a stuck pig.

Certain shooting positions are 
the best for keeping a scope from 
getting a running start at your  
face while shooting hard-recoil-
ing rifles. Standing is the safest, 
because the whole body gives with 
the recoil. Weight on the front foot 
and leaning forward at the waist 
helps absorb some of the recoil. 
The body also gives some while 
sitting and shooting from a bench. 
“But get behind the rifle,” Domin 
said. “Don’t lean in from the side.” 
A towel folded over the stock comb 
helps keep the head erect.

Other positions are less friendly. 
The body yields little while shoot-
ing prone. Plus, we tend to hunch 
over the stock when shooting 
prone, edging the eye toward the 
scope. “You really have to pay at-
tention shooting uphill and down-
hill at a sharp angle, because a 
scope creeps up on you in those 
positions,” Domin said. Large 
safety glasses provide a last line of  
protection if a scope does get the 
jump on you.

Handloaders can create car-
tridges that produce less recoil  
by loading reduced amounts of 
powder with lighter-weight bullets. 
For practice and deer hunting, I 
load .338 Winchester Magnum car-
tridges with 200- grain bullets and 
a light amount of IMR-4064 pow-
der. That load generates about half 
the recoil of full-bore, 250-grain 
elk loads.
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Sometimes a shooter has to roll 
with the punches. The Safari Rifle 
Challenge World Championships 
held in Libby, Montana, require 
rifles of 9.3mm or larger caliber 
and prohibit reduced-recoil loads. 
The 10-stage course of fire does 
not favor any specific style of rifle 
or sight. Distances vary between 
5 and 75 yards at targets from 
life-size Cape buffalo, elephant, 
leopard and crocodile to clay tar-
gets, water jugs and rubber balls 
suspended on strings. Shooting 

positions vary from standing shoot- 
ing offhand, rifles supported on 
shooting stick(s), to kneeling or 
sitting.

When I attended the contest, 
420-grain bullets that generated 
a cruel 35 foot-pounds of recoil 
were shot from my Marlin 1895 
.45-70 Guide Gun. The Weaver 
1.5-5x 32mm scope on the Marlin 
provided 4.25 inches of eye relief 
when set on 1.5x. That spacing 
kept the scope safely away from 
my eye, and that magnification 

worked fine for the close shots and 
big targets.

I turned the scope up to 5x  
to shoot balls hanging from 
strings at 25 and 40 yards, but 
eye relief shrank to 3 inches with 
the scope turned up. The scope 
stamped a red crescent on my  
eyebrow from the recoil of the  
first shot. Blood gushed after the 
second shot. The bullets had torn 
the balls from their strings, how-
ever, so I wore the cut like a badge 
of courage. R

The sitting position, 
with the head erect, 
helps position the 
eye farther from the 
scope. A tripod helps 
soak up some of a  
rifle’s recoil.

This shooter has  
failed to keep his 

cheek tightly against 
the stock comb, giving 

the scope a running 
start at his eyebrow.
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Brian Pearce

G
unwerks in Burlington, Wy-
oming, began building spe-
cialized hunting rifles in 
2006 with the Long Range 

Hunter (LRH) being the first model. 
Like most successful firearms man-
ufacturers, the company progressed 
and currently offers several different 
models, including lightweight rifles con-
structed of carbon fiber and titanium, 
tactical variations and even muzzle-
loaders. From a hunter’s standpoint, 
the LR-1000 (an updated version of the 
LRH) is perhaps most interesting, as  
it offers versatility for a variety of  
field applications. It is sold separately 
but can also be purchased as a com-
plete “shooting system” consisting of a 
ballistic rangefinder along with a fac-
tory-installed, sighted and regulated 
long-range scope.

The rifle is a modern bolt action 
that offers remarkable precision at 
extreme distances, or what Gun-
werks refers to as “1,000 yards out 
of the box.” This shooting system 
has answered the rapidly growing 
demand for long-range hunting  
rifles and is setting a new stan-
dard. Over most of the past year, 
I have fired several different Gun-
werks LR-1000 rifles chambered 
for four different cartridges on 
long-range courses, in the field and 
from the bench and have toured 
the factory to observe the details 
of design and manufacture. The  
rifles have categorically offered 
outstanding performance.

Gunwerks rifles are engineered 
and manufactured in the U.S., with 
Mike and Aaron Davis being at the 
helm of this small but fast growing 
company. Each rifle is built with 
great attention to important de-
tails. The factory is bulging at the 
seams with growth and ex-
pansion; nonetheless, stream-
lined production produces 
rifles with speed and effi-
ciency. CNC tooling produces 



precision-machined components, 
while skilled craftsmen precisely 
fit and true every action, assem-
ble and apply the finish to the 
final product. Next a scope (usu-
ally a turret-equipped Nightforce 
or Leupold) is installed, while a 
match-grade barrel is carefully 
broken in. Each rifle is sighted in 
for a specified load and distance, 
with scope and turrets being regu- 
lated (or customized) to match that  
rifle’s ballistics out to 1,000 yards. 
During this process, accuracy is 
verified.

The LR-1000 action is a 90-de-
gree turn bolt with forward twin 
locking lugs. The one-piece bolt 
body features rotational flutes 

A Long-Range .300 Winchester Magnum

Facing page, the LR-1000 rifle is designed for hunting big 
game where long shots are expected. The Gunwerks  
“shooting system” includes a factory installed scope with  
ballistic-matched turret (above) and a Laser Technology  
Trupulse G7 BR2 Rangefinder (right) that offers “corrected” 
ranges based on atmospheric conditions.

rotating internal extractor staked 
inside the bolt body. This results 
in a strong, push-feed system that 
should not be overly sensitive to 
dirt or harsh use. A large flange, 
machined in conjunction with the 
bolt handle, protects the shooter 
from gases that might travel down 
the right raceway in the unlikely 
event of a ruptured case. An en-
closed bolt cap also helps divert 
gases. A two-position safety is lo-
cated on the right side and oper-
ates traditionally – “on” in the rear 
position and “fire” in the forward 
position. When in the “on” posi-
tion, the bolt handle can be lifted 
to open the action and remove a 
cartridge from the chamber.

lug in place. The side-mounted 
bolt stop is positive and tidy. The 
floorplate is hinged, with the re-
lease being located inside the trig-
ger guard. The box magazine has 
a three-round capacity with belted 
magnum cartridges. The adjust-
able trigger is a Jewel Elite that, 
on the most recent test rifle, broke 
cleanly at 36 ounces. With preci-
sion machining and hand fitting, 
the action works smoothly.

The synthetic stock is of Ameri-
can Classic styling and is perhaps 
the best design I have used for all 
shooting positions, including off-
hand, sitting, prone and awkward 
positions that can be encountered 
in the field. It features an attrac-

tive cheekpiece and palm swell, 
while the semibeavertail forend is 
wide (to assist with leveling) and 
rounded. Its profile is far from 
bulky; it is comfortable and feels 
natural. The classic styling fea-
tures a negative comb, perhaps 
the most significant feature of this 
stock, as it positions the shooter 

The receiver is machined from 
round bar stock and secured via 
two guard screws. Another screw 
is located approximately 1.35 
inches forward of the front guard 
screw and attaches to a threaded 
and angled steel block inside the 
stock, known as a locking wedge, 
that positively locks the recoil 

and integral bolt handle, a rugged 
and reliable design. The bolt han-
dle is long for sufficient leverage 
to easily work the action from any 
shooting position, and the knob is 
large and knurled. The shank is 
slotted to reduce weight. The bolt 
face is countersunk and features 
two plunger ejectors and a long, 
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Every rifle component is fit with precision.
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Gunwerks LR-1000
.300 Winchester

Magnum
Action: right- or left-hand turn bolt, twin lugs,
 90-degree rotation
Bolt: one-piece body and handle
Material: stainless steel or titanium
Barrel length: 25 inches
Barrel as tested: fluted Bartlein single-point  
 cut-rifled, muzzle brake
Barrel twist: one turn in 10 inches
Stock material: carbon fiber shell, foam 
 epoxy filled, aluminum chasis
Stock features: flush cup swivels, rail bipod 
 mount, Decelerator pad,  
 negative comb
Length of pull: 13.7 inches
Weight: 7.35 to 7.55 pounds; with Nightforce 
 5.5-22x scope: 9.9 pounds
Trigger: Jewel Elite, adjustable
Magazine capacity: 3 rounds (magnum) +1
Available calibers: .22-250 Remington, 6.5
 Creedmoor, 6.5-284 Norma, 6XC, 
 7 LRM, 7mm SAUM, 7mm Reming- 
 ton Magnum, .28 Nosler, .280 
 Ackley, .30 Nosler, .300 RUM, 
 .300 Winchester Magnum, .375 
 H&H, .375 Ruger

MSRP: $5,750; with Nightforce scope factory 
 installed, zeroed: $8,450

Benchrest testing the LR-1000 
rifles at long range proved 
their accuracy.

for proper scope alignment from 
many positions, while helping to 
control muzzle lift during recoil. 
It features a fully enclosed alu-
minum bedding block that spans 
from the rear receiver tang to for-
ward of the recoil lug, while the re-
mainder of the stock consists of a 
carbon fiber shell filled with fiber-
glass epoxy foam. Optional colors 
and finishes are available.

The barrel on this particular test 
rifle was manufactured by Bartlein 
Barrels (www.bartleinbarrels.com), 
which has earned a reputation for 
accuracy and long life. They are 
single-point cut rifled, which re-
sults in minimal barrel stress, and 
are cut with a twist rate measur-
able to the finest toleances. Bar-
rels are prelapped prior to rifling, 
then finish-lapped after rifling for 
an incredibly smooth bore. Gun-
werks also utilizes Rock Creek 
Barrels (www.rockcreekbarrels 
.com), which also has a reputation 
for accuracy among long-range 

shooters. Regardless of the bar-
rel installed, Gunwerks tests each 
to be certain it performs up to the 
company’s accuracy standards. 
The LR-1000 barrel is fluted, mea-
sures .665 inch at the muzzle and 
can be fitted with a variety of op-
tional muzzle brakes.

It has been interesting to ob-
serve technological advancements 
in long-range shooting, which seem 
to be continuing at an accelerated 
pace. In the 1970s, shooters used 
many of the same cartridges that 
are still popular with today’s long-
range shooters – such as the .280 
Remington and 7mm magnums, 
various .30-caliber magnums, in-
cluding the .300 Winchester Mag-
num, wildcat and production 6.5s, 
etc. – but scope and bullet tech- 
nology placed limitations on effec-
tive range in the field. For example, 
most readily available, top-qual-
ity hunting and target scopes (in 
the U.S.) featured a one-inch tube. 
Generally speaking, adjustments 
were less than positive and not  
repeatable, and the elevation MOA 
adjustments were limiting, so the 
scope had to be shimmed (high) to 
sight in at extreme distances but 
then could not be zeroed at more 
normal ranges. At that time, gener-
ally the best solution for long-range 
hunters was to sight-in at a given 
distance and then develop a drop 
chart with the exact load being 
used (and range tested), usually 
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acceptance of the 30mm scope 
tube in recent years, advance-
ments have been employed that 
have corrected many of the prob-

lems encountered with 
one-inch tubes. In ad-
dition to better optical 
quality, light transmis-

sion, coatings, etc., 30mm tubes 
allow significantly greater MOA 
adjustment. In other words, a rifle 
can be zeroed at 300 yards and  
still offer plenty of elevation ad-
justment to “dial” the scope tur-
ret for a dead zero aim at 1,000 
yards and beyond. Other impor- 
tant features include zero stops, 
1⁄4- and even 1⁄8-MOA repeatable 
adjustments, advanced reticles, 
mil-dots and other tools. Click ad-
justments, along with custom bal-
listic-matched turrets, allow the 
shooter to precisely adjust or dial 
to bring zero to a specific distance 
in just moments. Naturally, the 
shooter will need to compensate 
for wind drift, bullet rotation drift 
and earth rotation during the bul-
let’s time of flight, but scopes with 
a first focal plane and various reti-
cles help make those adjustments 
easier.

A comparatively long bolt handle (left) is machined as 
part of the bolt body, which features fluting. 

Below left, the trigger is a fully adjustable Jewel 
Elite. Below, the floorplate is hinged with the 
release located inside the trigger guard.

top of the shoulder and brisket of a 
deer (or other game of similar size) 
that was supposed to measure ap-
proximately 18 inches. A range 
indicator scale within the scope 
displayed the approximate dis-
tance. The Redfield “Accu-Range” 
system actually worked fairly well 
and was accurate enough that the 
U.S. Marine Corps began using it 
on sniper rifles during the 1960s 
in Vietnam. It was still an estima-
tion and subject to error, however; 
and neither did it allow for baro-
metric conditions, extreme long 
range, uphill or downhill shoot-
ing, wind, etc.

In the decades since, many ad-
ditional in-scope ranging methods 
with varying degrees of accuracy 
have been marketed, but most were 
still “estimation systems” at best 
and had the same limitations as 
the Redfield. With the widespread 

developed upper parallel (sta-
dia) bars that allowed shooters to 
“zoom” variable scopes in until the 
two bars were bracketed on the 

enced, the shooter held accord-
ingly high and fired.

There were several problems 
with this simplistic approach, but 
the single largest obstacle was 
range estimation. Although most 
shooters thought they could judge 
distances accurately, the fact is al-
most none actually could. Even if 
someone was fair at guessing, if 
they were only close or just a few 
yards off with their estimation 
for a 600- or 800-yard shot, it still 
translated into a clean miss. Some 
scope companies, such as Redfield, 

taped to the scope objective bell or 
stock. When a shot was presented 
beyond the “zero” point of the  
rifle, the drop chart was refer-
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Rifle Tang Peep Sight
• Adjustable for Windage and Elevation
• Fits Most Lever-Action Rifles
• Blued Steel Finish
• Made in the U.S.A.

WWW.THEHAWKENSHOP.COM

RUGER M77 MKII ADJUSTABLE TRIGGERS
Standard or Target Triggers • All Calibers

“The first and still the best
aftermarket trigger for

Ruger bolt guns”

Spec-Tech Industries Inc.
Tel: 360-303-9077 • spec-tech-industries.com

Gunwerks
LR-1000

An aluminum bedding block extends from the tang forward of the recoil lug.

compensates for atmospheric con-
ditions and gives a “corrected” 
yardage out to 1,400 yards. Read-
ing wind speed and angle is also 
critical for long-range success, 
which can also be input into this 
unit for correction.

Long-range bullet technology 
has advanced considerably, with 
many companies offering high 
ballistic coefficient, low-drag ver-
sions for long-range hunters. The 
technology behind many of these 
bullets is incredible, as they retain 
high downrange velocities while 
offering reliable expansion and 
penetration on big game at dis-
tances of 1,000 yards and beyond. 
These have legitimately extended 
the effective range of many car-
tridges and far exceed older bul-
let technology used in the 1970s to 
take elk 500 yards across canyons 
with various .30- and .338-caliber 
cartridges. The relatively new Hor-
nady ELD-X bullet is an example.

Before proceeding, I must share 
just a few thoughts on long-range 
hunting, which remains contro-
versial. I very much admire, re-
spect and appreciate most game 
animals, so a clean, humane kill is 
important and ethical. No amount 
of equipment will compensate for 
lack of skill, and neither is skill 
alone enough to make hits at  
extremely long ranges. Once all  
the correct equipment is 
obtained and thoroughly 
tested, along with master-
ing the necessary skills, 
including a complete un-
derstanding of ballistics, 
it is time to determine lim-
its and how far is too far. 
To help determine that dis-
tance, rather than shooting 
from a sandbag rest and 
bench or under perfect 
conditions, go into the field 
and set up targets to test 

your skill from a bipod or make-
shift rest. Learn to shoot uphill and 
downhill, in various weather ex-
tremes and account for bullet rota-
tion drift and earth rotation while 
the bullet is in flight. Keep in mind 
that when shooting game, from the 
time the bullet is sent downrange 
until it reaches the target, a signif-
icant amount of time can pass, so 
game can potentially move, which 
results in missed or wounded  
animals. Learning to “read” game 
movement is a critical component 
to success. In short, practice, then 
practice more and if in doubt, get 
closer.

As indicated, multiple Gunwerks 
LR-1000 rifles have been used. An 
example of how they shoot is one 
chambered in 6.5-284 Norma that 

Muzzle brakes are optional. 

The old methods of range “esti-
mation” have been largely replaced 
with laser rangefinders. Knowing 
the exact distance to a long-range 
target is crucial, as a bullet’s path 
or drop rate increases with dis-
tance. These tools have become 
advanced, with some models mea-
suring well beyond any reasonable 
shooting distance and can even in-
form the shooter of uphill or down-
hill angles that reduce the effects 
of the earth’s gravitational pull on 
the bullet’s trajectory when com-
pared to long-range shots over flat 
ground.

The Gunwerks “shooting sys-
tem” includes a Laser Technology 
Trupulse G7 BR2 rangefinder. This 
unit has the ability to measure at 
distances out to 2,500 yards un-
der ideal circumstances, but it also 

Gunwerks LR-1000
.300 Winchester Magnum

                             load velocity group
                        (grains) (fps) (inches)

165 Hornady Custom BTSP 3,088 .65
180 Black Hills Barnes Triple-Shock X 2,939 .70
180 Federal Premium Nosler Partition 2,959 .85
180 Remington Core-Lokt 2,888 1.40
190 Black Hills Match BTHP 2,955 .55
200 Hornady Precision Hunter ELD-X 2,938 .40

Notes: A Gunwerks LR-1000 .300 Winchester Magnum with a 
25-inch barrel was used to test-fire the above loads. Group size 
is the average of three, four-shot groups at 100 yards.

A steel locking wedge secures the front 
of the recoil lug to provide additional 
stability and accuracy.
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WWW.EBONEX.COM

We supply all of CorBon’s
cast bullets!

• Gas Checked & Plain Base Match Grade Cast Bullets
• Everything from 7mm to .500 S&W, 20-22 BHN
• Real Keith Bullets - .357, .41, .44 & .45
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was loaded with Gunwerks’ (pre-
production) factory ammunition 
containing Hornady 142-grain 
ELD-X bullets that managed to 
place four shots into just over 2 
inches from a sandbag rest at 900 
yards. At 1,200 yards the same rifle 
managed to place three shots into 
a group just slightly larger than 
a softball at around 4 inches. In 
spite of brisk, 8- to 12-mph cross-
winds, an LR-1000 .300 Remington 
Ultra Mag placed four consecu-
tive shots on a 6-inch steel plate 
at 1,000 yards.

My most recent LR-1000 is a .300 
Winchester Magnum first used on 
a Wyoming elk hunt then brought 
home to Idaho for further testing. 
Using Hornady’s new Precision 
Hunter ammunition containing 
200-grain ELD-X bullets, velocity 
was recorded at 2,938 fps. At 300 
yards, the first group placed five 
shots under .75 inch. Moving out 
to 600 yards, four shots grouped 
into 1.57 inches with the last bul-
let opening the group to just over 
2 inches. Wind was a factor and no 
spotter was available to gauge the 
wind, so with some assistance, the 
rifle is expected to perform even 
better. Further testing at 1,000 
yards with carefully assembled 
handloads with 200- and 220-grain 
ELD-X bullets with “proprietary” 
powders confirmed the rifle was 
capable of three-shot groups mea-
suring under 3 inches. Additional 
bullets and loads were tested, and 
although performance was good, 
no expanding hunting bullets were 
able to match the performance of 
the ELD-X.

As can be seen in the accom-
panying table, additional factory 
loads were tried. Although none 
performed as well as the Precision 
Hunter ammunition or handloads, 
100-yard accuracy was generally 
excellent.

The Gunwerks LR-1000 is a pre-
cision rifle capable of duplicat- 
ing heavy-barrel, match rifle-type 
accuracy, and without a scope it 
weighs a mere 7.35 to 7.55 pounds, 
depending on caliber. It is de-
signed with unusual attention to 
detail and ready to hunt right out 
of the box.
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The Shrinking
Big-Game Rifle
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John Barsness

S
piral rifling appeared about 
five centuries ago, and since 
then the overall trend has 
been toward smaller calibers 

and lighter rifles. Most shrinkage oc-
curred after smokeless rifle powders 
appeared in the 1880s, but the trend 
continued over the past few decades 
due to improved bullets and rifle en-
gineering, especially synthetic stocks.

Lighter rifles, however, wouldn’t have been truly 
practical without improvements in bullets, because 
lighter bullets allowed smaller cartridges to do the 
jobs once reserved for larger cartridges – and lighter 
bullets mean less recoil. Two kinds of smaller bullets 
became favored in the past two decades, “controlled 
expansion” bullets designed to penetrate deeper and 
“high ballistic coefficient” bullets to retain more ve-
locity downrange. A few bullets combine something of 
both characteristics, such as the Barnes LRX, Nosler 
AccuBond and Swift Scirocco II.

Smaller bullets tend to help most humans shoot 
more accurately, because they result in less recoil, 
so pulling the trigger doesn’t result in self-imposed 
pain. Yes, the pain can also be reduced by soft recoil 
pads and proper stock fit, but lighter bullets reduce 
the recoil impulse itself, even before we fiddle with 
the stock.

Muzzle brakes also reduce recoil but increase the 
noise level and, even with ear protection, can damage 
our hearing, because not all noise enters our head 
through our ears. A better solution is a suppressor 
(usually called a silencer by the nonshooting public), 
since it reduces both report and recoil. Unfortunately, 
suppressors aren’t legal for a lot of North American 

Synthetic stocks lightened hunting rifles of all kinds 
considerably. This Nosler Patriot only weighs nine 
pounds with scope, despite a 26-inch midweight barrel.



The Evolution 
of Lightweight 

Sporters

hunting, though in other parts of the world they’re 
considered simply good manners.

Some shooters insist anybody can handle a 
hard-kicking rifle with enough practice, but shooters 
who sincerely believe this judge other humans only 
through their own experience, essentially a mild form 
of sociopathology: They can’t acknowledge other peo-
ple might differ from themselves. When somebody 
complains about recoil or flinches while pulling the 
trigger, the guy who really likes to shoot a .378 Weath-
erby Magnum believes they’re lazy wimps, and may 
even say so. (Somehow women and children are often 
excused from this judgment.)

In a shooting career of over half a century, I’ve 
run into many people who shoot a lot yet simply can’t 
take recoil above a certain level. Sometimes this oc-
curs due to too much shooting, especially in serious 
shotgunning competitors, but sometimes it occurs be-
cause of an injury or simply growing older. As we age, 
our bodies becomes less flexible, and the muscle mass 
over our shoulder shrinks.

This not only can result in more shoulder pain but 
also in “recoil headache.” For decades my wife, Ei-
leen, could shoot a 12-gauge magnum or a light .30-
06 quite well but eventually started developing recoil 
headaches a few years ago. Through trial and error, 
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we pinpointed her tolerance level at right around 15 
foot-pounds of free recoil – regardless of stock fit or 
the recoil pad. She’s getting a muzzle brake fitted to 
her “big” rifle, a .308 Winchester, just in case a permit 
for one of Montana’s trophy-elk areas ever comes her 
way, but her primary solution has been to hunt with 
firearms chambered for smaller, lighter-kicking car-
tridges. So far they haven’t proven to be a handicap, 
partly because of improved projectiles, whether shot 
pellets or bullets.

The shrinking of the twenty-first century hunting 
rifle really began in 1948, when John Nosler invented 
his Partition bullet. Before the Partition many hunt-
ers believed relatively heavy bullets were necessary 
for hunting any kind of big game, because previous 
bullets rarely expanded and penetrated the same way 
every time. An example appears on page 30 of Keith’s 
Rifles for Large Game by Elmer Keith, published in 
1946. The photo shows both unfired and recovered 
examples of 21 bullets, and only three resemble the 
pretty “mushroom” modern hunters have learned to 
expect.

Partitions expanded and penetrated more consis-
tently than any previous big-
game bullet, even when 
driven at high 

velocity, so lighter bullets 
could be used on various sizes of big 

game. This news traveled slowly, however, 
because Nosler Partitions had to be handloaded and 
cost considerably more than most bullets. Eventually 
Weatherby started loading Partitions in some factory 
ammunition – Gun Digest first listed this option in 
the 1964 edition, noting ammunition with Partitions 
cost $2.00 more per box of 20 – but a couple of de-
cades passed before many hunters realized they could 
hunt larger big game with lighter Nosler Partitions.

Today some people consider the penetration of 
Partitions barely adequate, but I’ve shot lengthwise 
through a buck pronghorn with a 100-grain Partition 
from a .257 Roberts, a mule deer buck with a 140-grain 
from a 7x57, and a bull elk with a 200-grain from a .300 
Weatherby Magnum. These days the same lengthwise 
penetration can be accomplished with even lighter 
bullets, in particular “monometal” bullets without 

lead cores.
The first commercially successful monome-

tal bullet was the Barnes X-Bullet, introduced 
in the 1980s, but today several other com-

panies make them, due in part to various 
jurisdictions requiring lead-free bullets 

around the world. Aside from versions  
of the X-Bullet, I’ve used Cutting Edge 

Raptors, Hornady GMXs and Nosler 
E-Tips. All penetrate very deeply, as 
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The Shrinking Big-Game Rifle
Top, half a century ago, only Weatherby 

loaded premium big-game bullets in 
factory ammunition. Today, almost all 

ammunition companies do. Center,  
it used to be against the law to use  

.224 centerfires on big game in most 
states, but faster rifling twists and  

bullets designed specifically for bigger 
game have made “twenty-twos” legal 

for most big-game hunting. Bottom,  
laser rangefinders made longer-range, 
big-game hunting possible, and more 

hunters use smaller-caliber bullets with 
higher ballistic coefficients.

often stuck to .300 and .338 mag-
nums, but for ranges out to 700 
yards, many hunters came to fa-
vor 6.5mm cartridges, because 
the standard twist stabilized high  
ballistic coefficient, 140-grain bul-
lets that drifted noticeably less in 
the wind than conventional bullets 
from .300 and .338 magnums.

During this transition, syn-
thetic stocks also brought about 
major changes in hunting rifles, 
mostly through lighter weight. 
Very light big-game rifles had 
been around almost from the ad-
vent of smokeless rifle powder, in-
cluding such popular 6-pounders 
as the 1894 Winchester and 1903 
Mannlicher-Schönauer carbines. 
After World War II, scopes then 
supplanted iron sights, adding at 

bullets. Over a century ago, many 
used rounds like the 6.5x54 Mann-
licher-Schönauer and 7x57 Mauser 
to take game larger than deer, both 
in North America and Africa, but 
they typically used heavier, lead-
core bullets at lower velocities, the 
early prescription for deep pene-
tration.

Lighter, faster bullets were 
considered iffy at close ranges, 
especially super-fast bullets from 
.22-caliber centerfires. The anti-
.22 attitude eventually started 
to change due to the switch to 
a faster rifling twist in 5.56mm 
NATO rifles, along with the surge 
in hunting with AR-15s. There’s of-
ten been a surge in hunting with 
military rifles after various Amer-
ican wars, from “trapdoor” Spring-
fields to 1903 Springfields. (About 
the only American service rifle 
that never became popular for 
hunting was the Garand, probably 
due to its weight.) The faster twist 
in 5.56mm rifles allowed the use 
of heavier bullets, with advantages 
both for up-close and long-range 
shooting.

During the 1990s, the intro-
duction of affordable, eye-safe 
laser rangefinders for civilians 
also encouraged the use of longer, 
high-BC bullets for longer-range 
hunting. Some hunters discovered 
“target” bullets worked fine on 
big game at longer ranges, even 
though not designed for the job, 
for the same reason slower bullets 
had worked in the 6.5x54 and 7x57: 
Reduced velocity also reduced im-
pact-stress on the bullets. Long-
range hunters who wanted to 
shoot elk at a half-mile or more 
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do some other bullets. The North 
Fork resembles the Barnes Triple- 
Shock, but with a little sliver of 
lead inside the nose, and works 
very similarly to monometals.

I’ve used these bullets in car-
tridges many hunters still con-
sider “marginal” for certain game, 
but Eileen has pushed the enve-
lope even farther. Among other 
animals, she’s taken a pronghorn 
doe with a Cutting Edge 40-grain 
Raptor from a .22-250 Remington 
and a cow elk with the Barnes 
100-grain Tipped Triple-Shock 
from a .257 Roberts. Each went 
right down to one well-placed bul-
let, despite angling shots encoun-
tering some bone, with the bullets 
recovered under the hide on the 
far side of each animal.

Of course, thousands of hunters 
have used “too small” cartridges to 
take big game with conventional 
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Handloads for Lightweight Rifles
     overall
     loaded
                bullet    powder charge    primer    case length* velocity group
              (grains)  (grains)   (inches) (fps) (inches)

5.56 NATO, Nosler Varmageddon AR-15, 18-inch barrel, 1-8 inch twist:

53 Barnes Triple-Shock CFE 223 28.0 CCI BR-4 Nosler 2.213 3,313 .88
60 Nosler Partition TAC 24.0   2.234 3,001 .65

.22-250 Remington, Savage Axis, 22-inch barrel, 1-12 twist:

40 Cutting Edge Raptor CFE 223 42.0 Remington 91⁄2 Winchester 2.453 4,337 .75
64 Nosler Bonded H-414 37.0   2.349 3,427 .67

.223 WSSM, Winchester Model 70, 22-inch barrel, 1-9 twist:

40 Cutting Edge Raptor RL-15 45.5 Federal 210M Winchester 2.115 4,349 .68
75 Swift Scirocco II H-1000 48.0   2.244 3,290 .85

.243 Winchester, Husqvarna Model 1640, 22-inch barrel, 1-10 twist:

100 Nosler Partition H-4350 41.0 Federal 210M Winchester 2.797 2,905 .87

.243 Winchester, Ruger American Rifle, 22-inch barrel, 1-9 twist:

95 Nosler Ballistic Tip VV-N560 44.5 CCI 200 Hornady 2.741 2,948 1.03
105 Berger Hunting VLD  43.5   2.848 2,901 .81

.243 Winchester, Custom Mauser, 26-inch barrel, 1-10 twist:

90 Swift Scirocco II RL-17 41.0 Winchester Large Rifle Hornady 2.851 3,284 .68

.240 Weatherby Magnum, Mark V ULW, 24-inch barrel, 1-10 twist:

85 Barnes TSX H-4831sc 54.0 Federal 210M Weatherby 3.011 3,428 1.01
90 Nosler E-Tip H-1000 58.5   3.054 3,356 .76
100 Nosler Partition MRP 53.0   3.033 3,311 .81

.257 Roberts, New Ultra Light Arms, 24-inch barrel, 1-10 twist:

100 Barnes Tipped TSX Hunter 47.0 Federal 210 Winchester 2.957 3,153 .67
115 Berger Hunting VLD H-4350 43.0   2.942 2,956 .88

.257 Weatherby Magnum, New Ultra Light Arms, 24-inch barrel, 1-10 twist:

100 Nosler E-Tip H-1000 76.0 CCI 250 Weatherby 3.326 3,549 .89
120 Nosler Partition RL-25 71.0 Federal 215M  3.321 3,276 .67

6.5 Creedmoor, Ruger Hawkeye, 26-inch barrel, 1-8 twist:

100 Barnes Tipped TSX Big Game 46.0 Federal 210M Hornady 2.797 3,223 1.05
120 Nosler Ballistic Tip Varget 39.0   2.802 2,904 .71
140 Hornady A-MAX H-4350 41.5   2.805 2,638 .63

.26 Nosler, Nosler Patriot, 26-inch barrel, 1-8 twist:

140 Nosler AccuBond US 869 87.5 CCI 250 Nosler 3.306 3,291 .99
140 Nosler Partition  87.0   3.328 3,288 .74

7x57 Mauser, Kilimanjaro Walkabout, 21-inch barrel, 1-9 twist:

156 Norma Oryx H-4350 46.0 Federal 210 Winchester 3.022 2,773 .66
160 North Fork  46.0   3.031 2,733 .75

.308 Winchester, Merkel K-1, 24-inch barrel, 1-10 twist:

150 Nosler AccuBond Varget 46.5 Federal 210 Winchester 2.904 2,888 .93

.308 Winchester, Kilimanjaro Artemis, 21-inch barrel, 1-10 twist:

130 Barnes TSX IMR-4895 51.0 CCI 200 Winchester 2.743 3,118 .86
150 Nosler E-Tip Varget 46.0    2.805 2,825 .54

.30-06, New Ultra Light Arms, 24-inch barrel, 1-10 twist:

150 Swift Scirocco II IMR-4451 57.0 CCI 200 Winchester 3.313 3,027 .83
168 Berger Hunting VLD H-4350 57.0   3.229 2,886 1.01

* Several of these rifles have longer than usual magazines, and the Merkel K-1 single shot doesn’t even have a magazine, so overall cartridge lengths may exceed 
SAAMI standards.

Be Alert – Publisher cannot accept responsibility for errors in published load data.
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least a pound to hunting rifles, and 
a truly light bolt-action rifle re-
quired a short, skinny stock and 
barrel, compromising ballistics a 
little and balance a lot. (One ad-
vantage of the 1894 Winchester and 
1903 Mannlicher-Schönauer was 
enough muzzle heaviness to hold 
steady, due to the Winchester’s 
tube magazine and the Mannli-
cher-Schönauer’s full-length stock.)

The first synthetic stocks were 
built like “fiberglass” boat hulls, by 
layering fiberglass cloth with ep-
oxy, and first became popular not 
for hunting but benchrest shooting. 
The light stocks were more stable 
than wood and allowed rifles to 
make weight limits while using 
heavier scopes and barrels.

It took longer for hunters to ac-
cept synthetic stocks, because un-
like target shooters, hunters tend 
to be sensitive to aesthetic criti-
cism from fellow hunters. Many be-
lieved stocks should be made only 
out of wood, and “plastic” was ugly.

Eventually synthetic stocks 
were widely accepted, partly be-
cause the average age of the Amer-
ican hunter is now around 47 and 
continues to slowly increase, be-
cause fewer younger people start 
hunting. (A century ago more than 
half of us lived in rural areas, but 
today over 80 percent live in cities, 
where it’s more difficult and ex-
pensive to shoot and hunt.) Older 

people aren’t as strong as younger 
people, and also lose aerobic capac-
ity, so find heavier objects harder to 
pack around, including rifles. This 
doesn’t matter much to the millions 
of whitetail hunters who primarily 
sit in stands, but it does to hunters 
who hike uphill and down.

The first hand-made synthetic 
hunting stocks were much lighter. 
A typical factory walnut stock 
weighs around 32 to 40 ounces, 
and the lightest walnut stocks 
I’ve weighed have been around 
26 ounces. The heaviest “lay-up” 
synthetic stocks weigh around 
24 ounces with a one-inch recoil 
pad, and some weigh even less. 
The weight savings allows bolt-ac-
tion sporters to weigh less than 7 
pounds with a full-sized barrel.

Lighter stocks eventually pushed 
some custom gunsmiths into mak-
ing lighter actions as well. Perhaps 
the best known are the New Ul-
tra Light actions made by Melvin 
Forbes, the lightest being the Model 
20, named for how many ounces it 
weighs – about a pound less than a 
short Remington 700 action. Oth-
ers also appeared, and eventually 
major factories started making 
lighter actions as well, including 
Remington’s titanium Model 700s 
and Kimber’s short Model 84. Soon 
hunters could buy factory-made, 
bolt-action rifles weighing around 
6 pounds with scope.

The Shrinking Big-Game Rifle
Eileen Clarke uses light rifles 
and cartridges for big game. 
In 2014 she shot this cow 
elk with one Barnes Tipped 
Triple-Shock from her 
6.5-pound New Ultra Light 
Arms .257 Roberts.
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A few shooters take advantage 
of the lighter weight of new rifles to 
mount heavier scopes, a trend that 
started with long-range hunting. 
Some hunters eventually wanted 
both more magnification but also 
reliable and wider-range adjust-
ments, so they could crank more 
elevation into the scope for longer 
shots. Eventually they discovered 
the typical variable scope wasn’t 
ideal for the purpose, because the 
one-inch tube didn’t allow enough 
elevation adjustment, and crank-
ing the scope up and down could 
be hard on the adjustments of 
scopes meant to be sighted in 
and left alone. They switched to 
heavier “tactical” scopes, with 
tougher adjustments designed to 
withstand plenty of turret-twirl-
ing. These usually weigh at least 
half a pound more than a one-inch 
scope of the same magnification 
range, and losing weight from the 
rifle itself balances the weight 
gain.

Of course, mild sociopaths sug-
gest hunters are better off losing 10 
pounds from their body than 2 or 3 
pounds from their rifles, but as we 
age losing weight anywhere helps. 
I confronted this myself after turn-
ing 60 in the fall of 2012, eventu-
ally paring over 25 pounds from 
both my body and hunting gear (It 
turned out my daypack was full of 
useless and redundant stuff.) in or-

der to keep hunting the same coun-
try as I did in my 50s. But many 
younger hunters find a light rifle 
makes hiking steep mountains for 
a week or two more tolerable.

In less vertical country, where 
most longer-range hunting takes 
place, a somewhat heavier rifle 
definitely helps steady aim, but 
even then today’s rifles are often 
lighter than yesterday’s. A good 
example is my 26 Nosler Patriot  
rifle with a 26-inch, midweight 
barrel. A 30mm-tubed 4-12x 40mm 
Leupold VX-R in Talley Light-
weight rings brings the weight to 
9 pounds on the nose, and even 
in “late middle age” this isn’t too 
much to pack around the Mis-
souri Breaks or Rocky Mountain 
foothills, and the weight, cartridge 
and scope make hitting a 6-inch 
gong at 600-plus yards pretty easy. 
(Some claim 600 yards is “the new 
400.”) The recoil is noticeably less 
than a 9-pound .300 magnum’s 
with typical 180-grain bullets at 
3,100 fps, wind drift is reduced 
considerably, and experience has 
proven a premium 140-grain bullet 
is plenty for not just deer but elk.

So what does the future hold? 
Will bullets and rifles keep shrink-
ing? It’s hard for many hunters to 
imagine, given the state of the 
modern hunting rifle in 2016, but 
it’s hard to ignore history, even 
though many people try.

Where legal, suppressors reduce 
report and recoil. John took this 
feral Texas boar with a Barnes 
95-grain Tipped TSX from a  
Wilson Combat AR-15.

R



Shots
in the
Dark
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John Haviland

A 
whole different world wakes up 
 when the sun sets. Once the 
   exclusive domain of the mil- 
       itary, night vision optics are 

helping hunters, where it’s legal, to see 
and shoot certain predators and feral 
animals that stir in the dark. This past 
winter I hunted feral hogs in Texas 
with the folks from Sellmark Corpo-
ration, which sells thermal and digital 
riflescopes and monoculars under its 
Pulsar and Sightmark brands. Outside 
of Cameron, Texas, Sellmark’s optics 
certainly gave us a leg up shooting 
hogs in the dark, but it was no slam 
dunk, as night vision presents its own 
set of limitations.

Nito Mortera is adjusting the 
Pulsar Apex thermal scope  

on his .300 Blackout.



The Pulsar Quantum XD50S Thermal Monocular is expensive, but it provided extremely 
sharp images of hogs in the night.

This is the view of a hog in the dark through 
a Pulsar Apex XD38A thermal scope.

The Pulsar Apex XD38A thermal scopes mounted 
on various rifles were sighted in beforehand by Sell-
mark’s Eric Mathes and Jeff Murray, but Sellmark’s 
Sightmark Photon digital scopes can be used during 
the day and night, so these were sighted in on a blaze 
orange steel plate at 50 yards. At first, the view was 
washed out by bright light to the point I could not see 
the plate. Closing the objective lens cap so only the 
light coming through a tiny hole in the middle of the 
cap reached the objective significantly reduced the 
light, but the reticles were clear enough to shoot at 
50 and 100 yards. The view, however, was not nearly 
as clear and sharp as the view through a traditional 
scope, but the Photon’s versatility for day or night use 
is a bargain, with a retail price of the three Photon 
models ranging from $599.99 to $839.99.

The Photon showed its worth that evening when 
Murray and I sat in a box blind 100 yards from a corn 
feeder at the edge of a creek bottom thicket. The 
feeder went off at sundown and spread corn across 
the ground. That should bring them in, I thought. I 
poked the AR rifle, a .300 AAC Blackout with a sup-
pressor, out the blind window in anticipation.

As the light faded, the scope was powered up with 
a push of a button. I slightly turned the scope’s focus 
ring to bring trees and the barrel on the feeder into fo-
cus. The scope’s graphic display resolution is 640x480 
pixels, which Sellmark states provides “. . . optimal 
brightness and vivid detailing up to 200 yards.” A light 
push on the power button turned off the screen to 
save the AA batteries, and I waited.

A heavy cover of clouds had turned the night as 
dark as the inside of a black cat. Murray was scan-

ning the area with a Pulsar Quantum XD50S Thermal 
Monocular. After a time he said, “Here they come.”

I tapped the Photon’s power button, and the 
screen lit up; the rifle was aimed in the direction of 
the feeder. Only the reticle was visible, but then the 
brilliant white silhouettes of pigs ran into the view. 
At least 20 pigs bunched underneath the feeder, and 
there was no shot. Finally one stepped away from the 
bunch, and the white reticle settled on its shoulder. 
The pig collapsed at the shot, and the others flushed 
like a flock of birds.

That’s when I crossed over to the dark side of the 
autoloading rifle and its 20-round magazine. I aimed 
somewhat, but mostly just pulled the trigger again and 
again. Empty cases flew out of the rifle like angered 
hornets. Murray and I walked down and checked, but 
the only fatality was the first pig.

We climbed back into the blind and Murray went 
back to scanning through the dark with his Quantum 
monocular. He had a spare, and I turned it on and 
did the same. The view through the Quantum was 
spectacular. Its basic magnification is 2.8x, although 
a menu has a digital zoom feature that increases that 
power two or four times. The thermal image can be 
turned to seven different colors. I scrolled through 
the colors, and the contrasting blue, orange, red and 
white colors indicating the heat signature from the 
trees and cacti was striking, a type of psychedelic 
hippie art. The viewing mode can be changed from a 
heat signature showing “white hot” with a black back-
ground to “black hot” with a white background. The 
lump of the dead pig lying in the grass showed up a 
glaring white.

Testing Sellmark’s
Night Vision Optics
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Shots in
the Dark

With the monocular lowered, I 
could barely see out of the eye I 
had used. I thought it was the dark 
playing tricks, but the bright light 
coming through the monocular’s 
ocular lens had contracted my pu-
pil. It took about five minutes for 
it to dilate and my vision to return 
to normal.

“There’s another pig,” Murray 
said, “and he’s going to smell that 
dead one in a second.” Shoulder-
ing the rifle, the scope’s reticle set-
tled on the white shape with its 

noticeable snout. The pig turned 
just as I shot, and the bullet hit it. 
I hit it again as it limped toward 
the trees. The pig stood inside 
the trees, with brush blocking a 
chance for a shot, then it finally 
disappeared. Murray had been 
watching through his monocular 
and said a splash of white off the 
pig showed the first bullet had hit 
it in the hindquarters and the sec-
ond in the front of the shoulder.

We went down to look for the 
pig, but the only light we had was 
from Murray’s cell phone. Mur-
ray realized the monocular in his 
hand was as fine a game-recovery 
tool as a blood-trailing hound. He 
scanned the brush for a few sec-
onds and spotted a white bump on 
the ground. “There it is,” he said. 
The pig was lying 30 yards into the 
brush.

The night was still young. Mur-
ray and I hooked up with Eric 
Mathes, and in the dark after mid-
night, we drove ranch roads over-
looking big fields. Every so often 
we stopped and used the Quan-
tum monoculars to scan the fields. 
Rabbits, raccoon, skunks and pos-
sums were everywhere. We spot-
ted a few pigs mixed in with cows, 
but that was a recipe for ruin, and 
we drove on.

The Quantum can detect a hu-
man-size object out to 1,300 yards. 
Way across a field, the monocular 
showed the brilliant white silhou-
ettes of six hogs. We parked and 
started in their direction with 
the wind in our face, stumbling 
through the dark across ruts and 
holes. A dim light shined through 
the ocular of the monocular, and I 
pointed it at the ground in front of 
me to at least faintly light my way. 
I had no idea of the distance to the 
hogs, but Jeff whispered we were 
in range. I steadied the .300 Black-
out on shooting sticks. Eric was to 
the right of me, so I put my hand on 
his shoulder to determine exactly 

Pulsar Quantum
XD50S Thermal Monocular

Pulsar Apex XD75 
Thermal Scope
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where he was and to let him know 
where I was, then aligned the Pho-
ton reticle on a pig. Jeff shot, and 
we all shot. The pigs started run-
ning – right toward us. Eric shot 
just as I was going to shoot again. 
A pig let out an awful squeal right 
behind me. When we finally turned 
on our headlamps, Eric’s dead pig 
was not much more than 20 yards 
away. I still do not know how far 
away the pigs were – probably a lot 
closer than I thought.

The Photon has various red/
green/white digital reticle options 
available with a push of a button. 
Four are intended for crossbows 
shooting bolts at various speeds, 
two duplex reticles, a German-style 
reticle with horizontal wires and 
bottom vertical post. The mil-dot 
reticle with various sized and 
spaced hash marks along the verti-
cal and horizontal wires certainly 
would have helped me establish 
distance in the dark. Murray said 
later the Photon provides enough 
resolution to accurately shoot out 
to 150 yards.

Before hunting the next evening, 

I thought about my poor perfor-
mance of excessive shooting and 
lack of aim with the .300 Black-
out. To lessen that susceptibility, 
I switched to a Remington Model 
700 SPS Tactical AAC bolt-action 
.308 Winchester. The Pulsar Apex 
XD75 on the rifle was Sellmark’s 
top of the line thermal scope. The 
XD75 3-6x 52mm has a digital 
zoom that doubles magnification. 
Its “picture in a picture” feature 
displays the base magnification 
for a wide field of view and a mag-
nified picture of the reticle’s aim-
ing point at the top of the screen. 
The one-shot sight in function 

Above, the Quantum monocular’s thermal image can be turned to seven different 
colors, as shown by this hog showing up red. Right, a hunter is aiming at a hog in 
the dark.

At distances beyond 100 yards, the  
image resolution of night vision scopes 
begins to decline.
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freezes an image of a target with 
a bullet hole in it, then allows mov-
ing the crosshairs to the hole. Ten 
reticles are available with a push 
of a button. The scope has manual, 
automatic and semiautomatic cal-
ibration modes. In the automatic 
mode you can hear the scope con-
tinually refreshing the view. It re-
cords video, but in that mode, it 
quickly drains two CR123 batter-
ies that normally last five hours. 
A rechargeable battery pack helps. 
The scope can detect human-size 
objects out to 1,750 yards.

Murray and I sat in the blind as 
night fell. He said thermal vision 
has its limitations. Rain tends to 
wash out the view. The larger the 
difference in temperature between 
the air and the target the more de-
tailed the images. “Hunting hogs 
during the August heat in Texas is 
a challenge,” he said.

Right on schedule a dozen hogs 
ran to the feeder through the 
dark. The view through the scope 
was bright. The scope was set on 
“black hot” so the heat from the 
pigs showed black against a white 

background. The white reticle 
glowed against the shoulder of a 
pig. Murray and I told each other 
what pig we were going to shoot. 
We fired at the same time, and of 
course, we shot the same pig. The 
suppressors on our rifles reduced 
muzzle blast to a crack from the 
supersonic bullets, and the pigs 
milled long enough for me to shove 
a second cartridge into the rifle. 
The second bullet turned another 
pig into pork.

Murray and I pulled the pigs 
from beneath the feeder for easy 
loading into the pickup. Both 
weighed about 80 pounds – just 
right for eating.

The chatter of continual text 
messages on Murray’s cell phone 
revealed the three other hunters in 
our group had also shot pigs. By 
the time everyone was rounded 
up, there was a pickup box full of 
pigs destined for the meat pole.

Everyone then headed back 
out through the brush and live 
oaks to what our guide called 
the “pig honey hole.” We parked, 
then walked a ways in the dark. 
I stumbled along and walked into 
others who had stopped. A few 
hunters turned off the trail and 
disappeared into the brush, then 
they came back with a report of 
pigs spread all through the brush 
ahead. Everyone sneaked closer, 
and sure enough the Quantum 
monocular showed at least 30 pigs 
in the brush. The plan had been for 
everyone to spread out in an even 
line if we were going to shoot, but 
a blink of light from a monocular 
from a person ahead of the rest, 
and movement of a silhouette over 
to the left showed the plan had 
gone south. I dared not look at the 
pigs through the riflescope. The 
pigs finally figured out something 
was out to do them harm and 
trotted away on their tiny hooves. 
There was collective sigh of relief.

I looked at my watch on the 
walk back to the truck. Sunrise 
was in a few hours and the night 
would rest, only to wake again 
with the imminent night. R

Shots in the Dark





American Oddball –
Official or Unofficial

Ross
Model 1905
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Terry Wieland

T
he Ross Model 1905 or, as it’s 
usually known, the Ross Mk. 
II, occupies an odd place in 
the history of American mil-

itary rifles. In 1917 the U.S. govern-
ment purchased 20,000 Model 1905s 
from the Canadian government. To 
the best of anyone’s knowledge, they 
were never used for anything more de-
manding than guard duty and the oc-
casional range visit. The question is: 
Should the Ross be considered 
an “official” rifle along with 
the Krag, Springfield and 
Garand – or not?

If the answer is “yes,” then should we not include 
the .303 British (for which the Ross was chambered) 
as an official American military cartridge? No one 
seems prepared to do that.

The whole question of what is and what is not 
American preoccupies gun collectors to an inordi- 
nate degree, but because of the trans-Atlantic 
cross-pollination so common between 1850 
and 1914, it’s much like debating how 
many angels can dance on the head 
of a pin. Ideas crossed the big 
pond in both directions 
and so did inventors. 
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The Ross 1905 action is clean and  
uncluttered, with none of the  
unsightly protrusions of other military 
actions of the era.

America’s eagerness to adopt ei-
ther as its own seems dependent on 
how successful the invention was.

For example, Hugo Borchardt 
was German by birth, emigrated, 
became a naturalized American, 
then returned to Germany. His semi- 
automatic design was reworked by 
Georg Luger to become the Luger 
pistol. The Luger was entered in 
the war-department competition 
to choose a new military 
sidearm for the U.S. 

Florida, where he lived until his 
death. No one seems to be clam-
oring for Ross to be added to the 
pantheon of American gun design-
ers, even though his designs 
lived on for decades. 
They were used 

in various 
theatres of war 

through the 1920s 
and 1930s. Their final mo-

ment of glory came in 1954, 
when the Russians used Ross-ac-
tioned rifles to win the gold medal 
in the running-deer competition at 
Caracas. Exactly how those rifles 
got to Russia is a matter of conjec-
ture. Obviously, though, the Ross 
rifle had many positive attributes, 
for target shooting at least.

Ross was a Scottish aristocrat 
who grew up shooting in the High-
lands and developed an early inter-
est in rifle design. He undoubtedly 
had talent and social connections 
with prominent gunmakers. Ross’s 
interest was straight-pull bolt ac-
tions, inspired by Mannlicher’s 
famous 1895 patent, and he at-
tempted to improve on it. Charles 
Lancaster, one of London’s fore-
most riflemakers, agreed to work 
with Ross to produce his designs, 

Army. Although 
it was not chosen, 

the army bought 1,000 
Lugers anyway, for issue 

to cavalry. At various times, 
because of Borchardt’s immi-
gration status, American writers 
have claimed both him and his 
gun designs, even including the 
Luger, as “American.” Another ex-
ample, James Paris Lee, was born 
in Scotland, raised in Canada and 
emigrated to the U.S. His name ap-
pears on both the British Lee-En-
field rifle and the straight-pull Lee 
rifle adopted by the U.S. Navy. Was 
he American? Only by a stretch.

Sir Charles Ross, whose citizen-
ship trajectory paralleled Lee’s, 
was born in Scotland, emigrated 
to Canada and, after the failure 
and expropriation of his Quebec- 
based rifle company, took his $2- 
million settlement and moved to 

and early Ross rifles had 
the Lancaster name on the bar-

rel. Not surprisingly, these were 
made to London standards – the 
highest in the world.

The cosmopolitan Ross looked 
to the machining capabilities of 
American companies to produce 
actions. His American agent, Jo-
seph Bennett, made the arrange-
ments, contracting work to various 
New England companies. One such 
was Frank Mossberg of Attleboro, 
Massachusetts. Other U.S. compa-
nies also produced parts – so much 
so that it later became a political 
issue in Canada, where the govern-
ment thought it was getting a com-
pletely “made in Canada” rifle. It 
never was.

Unfortunately for both Ross and 
the shooting world, he was an ar-
rogant man with no patience for 
detail. Like the Mauser, which is 
one basic design with a series of 
improvements, Ross had one ma-
jor idea that progressed through 
several models. Unfortunately, he 
never perfected one before going 
on to the next. Successive models 



Below, the letters “LC” stamped on the 
receiver ring denote a slightly enlarged 
chamber to allow the use of .303  
British ammunition from any source. 
Right, Ross sights were manufactured 
by Sutherland in New Glasgow, Nova 
Scotia. They were not simple and  
rugged enough as battle sights.

Ross Model 1905

The sliding safety with its discreet knurled button is just one 
of the elegant touches on the Ross Model 1905.

The locking lugs of the Model 1905 (right) as compared to 
the later, ill-fated Model 1910 (or Mark III). Although the  
interrupted thread of the 1910 is reputedly stronger, the  
1905 is foolproof.
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Any study of Ross rifles is com-
plicated by the fact that model 
numbers and marks in the British 
ordnance tradition (No. 1, Mk. III, 
etc.) were only assigned in retro-
spect. Ross did not have the pa-
tience for refinement and redesign, 
testing, responding to troop trials 
and so on. If a design seemed to 
work, he wanted to put it into pro- 
duction immediately. Although his 
rifles were in production from 
1902 through 1917, with many vari-
ations along the way, model num-
bers and marks were assigned to 
them only in 1912, in an effort to 
bring some rationality to a hodge-
podge of variations. Oddly, the 
Mk. II**, which began production 
in 1907, comes after the Mk. II*** 
(1905).

The Model 1905, or Mark II, rifle 
is one of the highlights in the sense 
that it achieved a degree of de-

sign refinement and reliability, al-
though Ross himself considered 
it only a stop-gap. The action em-
ploys solid, dual-opposing locking 
lugs, like the Mauser and Mann- 
licher. It is chambered for the .303 
British. Over the course of its life, 
however, there were more than 70 
major alterations to its design in-
corporated into different marks.

At this point, the later con-
troversy that engulfed Ross and 
caused the company’s demise 
should be mentioned. The Mark III 
rifle, which was significantly dif-
ferent from the Mk. II – most nota-
bly in its use of interrupted-thread 
lugs, like an artillery piece – was 
adopted by the Canadian Army in 
1912 and went into battle in Flan-
ders in early 1915. It immediately 
displayed problems with jamming, 
mainly due to differences in di-
mensions of ammunition from var-
ious makers. There were reports 
of other problems as well, but ex-
actly how many were valid is still 
open to question.

Accusations were made that 
the rifles were unsafe, and in the 
century since, these have been  
repeated endlessly by writers who 
recycle what others have writ-
ten without looking for primary 
sources. Phil Sharpe, for exam-
ple, is almost hysterical in his con-
demnation of all things Ross. This 
does not reflect the findings re-
ported in the official history of the 
Canadian Army in the Great War, 
which is as thorough and unbiased 
an investigation as can be found. It 
was written long after the immedi-
ate political dust had settled, and 

were different, but not necessarily 
improved.

Ross served in the British Army 
in the South African war (1899-
1902), where he made another im-
portant connection, Sam Hughes. 
Hughes was a wealthy Canadian 
who, like Ross, had some virtues 
but many vices. In Hughes’s case, 
the main vice was overwhelming 
ego and intolerance of others. The 
two made a great team.

After 1902, the Canadian gov-
ernment wanted to arm its militia 
with the Lee-Enfield, which had 
been proven in South Africa, but 
Britain had none to spare. BSA, 
the main private-sector contrac-
tor, had no interest in building 
a plant in Canada. Ross offered 
to build a factory and produce a 
made-in-Canada rifle for the Cana-
dian military. It would, of course, 
be his own straight-pull design. 
With Hughes running interference, 
Ross got the contract and was off.
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The magazine follower is depressed for quick loading by means 
of a finger piece between the receiver ring and rear sight.

The crude steel hook forward in the trigger guard activates 
the magazine cut-off, allowing the rifle to be used as a single 
shot while keeping a full magazine in reserve, a common  
feature on military rifles (circa 1900).

Ross Model 1905

there is no mention of action fail-
ures causing death or injury.

Because of Sharpe and others, 
the problems with the military 
Ross Mk. III have grown to mythi-
cal status. None of these, however, 
reflect on the Model 1905 Mk. II***. 
If they had, the U.S. government 
would hardly have purchased 
20,000 of them in 1917.

Just how good is the 1905? Mine 
is in original condition, mechan-
ically fine and undamaged but 
showing its age. My broad reaction 
on shooting it the first time was 
that, in some ways, it compares 
very well with the rival Lee-En-
field; in other ways, it is demon-
strably not as good. The action is 
beautifully made – smooth and 
finely finished, with polishing and 
casehardening reminiscent of a 
London gun. It is compact and 
streamlined, with no unsightly 
projections. The safety and bolt re-
lease have a gunmaker’s elegance 
and would look at home on a mod-

ern rifle. In use, it’s extremely fast 
and can be operated from the 
shoulder almost effortlessly.

Two immediate weak points are 
the magazine and sights. The box 
magazine holds only five rounds, 
and the floorplate cannot be opened. 
The follower is lowered by hand, 
by means of a finger lever on the 
right side, allowing the user to 
“dump load” five rounds into the 
magazine well. To unload the mag-
azine, you depress the follower, 
upend the rifle and spill them out.

Compared to the Lee-Enfield, 
with its 10-round detachable maga-
zine as well as provision for stripper 
clips, the 1905 is positively prehis-
toric. Why the floorplate cannot at 
least be opened for cleaning (like 
the Mauser and Springfield) I can-
not understand. The Ross is archaic 
in another way: It retains a maga-
zine cutoff that allows it to be used 
as a single shot, while keeping a 
full magazine in reserve. The lever 
for this is a crude hook that hangs 
down inside the trigger guard – a 
redesign at government request. It 
works well enough but looks and 

feels makeshift. This feature, be-
lieved essential in the early days 
of magazine rifles, was abandoned 
early on with the Lee-Enfield and 
most others, but Ross retained it to 
the end, even on his sporting rifles.

The 1905’s sights reflect Sir 
Charles’s preoccupation with tar-
get shooting. There is an open 
V-type blade battle sight that is  
not adjustable for elevation. It’s 
integral with an intricate ladder 
sight that can be raised in order to 
use either a U-notch or a tiny peep. 
It has fine vernier adjustments for 
windage and elevation. The front 
blade is protected by a hood. Obvi-
ously intended for targets, they are 
simply too delicate and difficult to 
use under battle conditions. Many 
of these features stem from British 
experience in the Boer War, which 
Ross shared, and the resulting em-
phasis on long-range shooting. The 
horror of trench warfare and its 
equipment lessons was yet to come.

Although all Ross rifles are noted 
for accuracy and have an enviable 
record of wins at Bisley, Camp Perry 
and Connaught to prove it, my 1905 
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is not particularly accurate using 
loads that duplicate the ballistics of 
the British Mk. VII .303 ammunition 
introduced in 1907. The bore on it is 
good, with clean, sharp rifling, but 
the chamber is stamped “LC,” which 
indicates an enlarged chamber. This 
alteration was a widespread prac-
tice with Ross .303s, allowing the 
use of ammunition of varying tol-
erances.

Along with its 20,000 Mk. II***s, 
the U.S. also bought 4.6 million 
rounds of Canadian Mk. VI .303 am-
munition, which was loaded with a 
215-grain bullet at 2,050 fps, com-
pared with the Mk. VII’s 174-grain 
bullet at 2,440 fps. Alas, jacketed 
215-grain .303 bullets are largely 
a thing of the past, and I was un-
able to find any. Since the rifle is 
110 years old, however, and has 
passed through unknown num-
bers of hands, it would be unfair 
to rate it on accuracy alone. I was 
more concerned with ease of use, 
reliable operation and rapidity of 
aimed fire. On those scores, the  
rifle is very good.

Where it loses points is in its 
sights, which are difficult to pick 
up, and in overall firepower. It 
lacks the magazine capacity of 
the Lee-Enfield and the ease of 
reloading of the Mauser. With its 
28-inch barrel, it is also heavy and 
cumbersome but really no more so 
than comparable military rifles of 
its time. The obvious direct com-
parison is to the Mannlicher Model 
1895. The ’95 is a clear winner in 
long rifle form, while in its stutzen 
(short) rifle configuration, it puts 
the Ross to shame. Here, it wins 
on every score – firepower, rapidity 
of fire, ease of sighting, handling 
and weight. This is a valid com-
parison, because Ross adamantly 
refused all requests for a shorter, 
lighter, handier rifle.

The Ross is still one of the great 
target rifles of all time, and had 
war not broken out in 1914, it might 
have been perfected into a great 
battle rifle as well. But then, had 
war not broken out, the U.S. would 
never have bought those 20,000 
Model 1905s in 1917, and we would 
not be worrying whether it’s offi-
cial or not. Such is history.
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Call for options and/or quote.
• Certified Cerakote applicator.
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CUSTOM CORNER by Stan Trzoniec

The nosleR cUsToM Rifle

Over the years, more and more production 
 rifle companies are now in the “custom rifle” 
 business. It seems a natural thing to do, given 

the facilities at their disposal. They have the talent, 
the machinery and the ability to choose calibers, 
wood and other options that make customers happy.

Nosler has moved in that direction also. Starting 
out with fine-tuned production rifles years back, the 
company is now using its Model 48 rifle as a starting 
point for a “basic” line of high-end, traditional hunt-
ing rifles. While there are many options, it is not until  
you get to the NCR (Nosler Custom Rifle) Limited Edi-
tion that your personalized rifle starts to take shape. 
[Cartridge options are currently limited to .280 Ackley 
Improved and .338 Winchester Magnum. – Ed.]

The sample photographed here is of the classic 
profile in all respects. Stock lines are clean without 
a line-disturbing comb or glossy finish. It features 
forend and grip caps, 20-line-per-inch checkering 
and a fancy-grade American black walnut stock with 
plenty of figure. To give it that full-custom look, the 
cheekpiece has a perfect shadow line and the grip a 
subtle palm-swell. The match grade, stainless steel, 
hand-lapped barrel is free floated and glass bedded.

When it comes to the action, the receiver has a  

distinctive square-bridge layout complete with inte-
gral scope bases machined into the action. The bolt 
knob is checkered, and the bolt itself has the tradi-
tional twin locking lugs. To keep the rifle ready in all 
weather conditions, all external surfaces are coated 
with CERAKOTE for corrosion protection. For field 
use, a three-position safety is mounted behind the bolt 
handle, and the trigger breaks crisply as it should on 
a rifle with a price point of almost $4,500.00

Finally, the rifle is equipped with your choice of 
three Leupold scopes, two boxes of Nosler ammuni-
tion and a Pelican hard case to transport it all in. Ac-
curacy is guaranteed .5-inch or better groups at 100 
yards with Nosler ammunition.

For more information, contact Nosler Custom Rifles 
at www.nosler.com or 1-800-285-3701. R
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A New Walnut-Stocked
Bolt Rifle

52

Stan Trzoniec

O
scar Mossberg, a native of 
Norway, immigrated to the 
United States in 1886 from 
Sweden. His first job was at 

the bicycle plant of Iver Johnson, him-
self a native of Norway. As it turned 
out, the firearms division of the John-
son company was more to Mossberg’s 
liking, and with his invention of the 
“Hammer the Hammer” revolver, he 
made Iver Johnson famous.

Mossberg also landed a supervisory position at 
Shattuck Arms Company in Hatfield, Massachusetts, 
and stayed there until 1900, when he took another 
position at Stevens Arms, staying there for 14 years 
before moving on to the Marlin-Rockwell Corpora-
tion in 1914. Much to his disappointment, that com-
pany went out of business making machine guns after 
World War I ended.

In 1919, unemployed Mossberg joined forces with 
his two sons and formed O.F. Mossberg & Sons, Inc. 
There were plenty of “firsts,” including a rifle at a very 
attractive price point, a rifle and scope packaged to-
gether (still done today) and the first commercial  
rifle with all the accessories, like swivels, open sights 
and a telescopic sight. (Of note, in 1919 Mossberg’s 
first product was a four-shot pistol that, remarkably, 
remained in production until 1932.)



JB-2MOSSBERG
PATRIOT

The company grew and prospered while supplying 
economical hunting arms to the public. Its line of .22 
rimfires was legendary, and with the advent of the 
Model 800 bolt-action rifle in 1967, Mossberg started 
to get noticed in retail outlets. The Model 800 fell right 
in line with others of its ilk, complete with a rollover 
cheekpiece, glossy finish and white-line spacers with 
fancy forend tips; it blended right in with the Weath-
erby, Winchester and Remington Model 700 rifles of 
the time.

Mossberg tried to boost sales with the RM7 rifle,  
but it never seemed to win favor with American hunt-

ers. Mossberg also expanded manufacturing to in-
clude shotguns and leverguns, most of which are in 
the catalog today.

With the new Patriot rifle, Mossberg engineers 
were looking for a newer design with traditional styl-
ing. Granted, the rifle is available with laminated or 
synthetic stocks, but it is a pleasant surprise to see it 
in the line with a good, ole’ American walnut stock. 
The Patriot Walnut is also available in nearly a dozen 
cartridges.

The demand for classic-styled rifle stocks ebbs and 
flows, though this stock seems to have received a lot 

of attention in design, fit and finish. From a length of 
pull of 133⁄4 inches to a narrowing forearm, the stock 
is all business. It fits the average person to a tee, and 
with the tapered forearm, the hand naturally falls 
into the stippled (not checkered) panels. I don’t know 
if stippling is more cost effective in execution than 
checkering – considering machines are used to do 
both – but it does give a unique look to the rifle. There 
are three forend panels with a fine line acting as a bor-

The Mossberg Patriot  
.243 Winchester was  

sent for review with a  
Vortex 3-9x 40mm scope.

53
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The forearm features stippling 
on the two sides and bottom. 

The stock has a  
cheekpiece, rubber  
recoil pad and sling  
swivel stud.

The bolt has spiral flutes to ward off 
dirt and debris, and the bolt knob is 
checkered.

Even with the larger eyepieces on today’s 
scopes, the bolt handle clears this scope 
with ease.

Specifications
Model: Mossberg Patriot
Action: bolt action, magazine fed
Stock: walnut (as tested)
Cartridge tested: .243 Winchester
Cartridges available: .22-250 Remington,
 .243 Winchester, .25-06 Remington,
 7mm-08 Remington, .270 Winchester,
 .308 Winchester, 7mm Remington
 Magnum, .300 Winchester Magnum,
 .338 Winchester Magnum, .375 Ruger
Barrel length: 22 inches (all cartridges)
Overall length: 423⁄4 inches (all models)
Sights: none furnished, Weaver bases on
 receiver, scope combinations
 available
Weight: 61⁄2 to 71⁄2 pounds (model dependent)
Finish: matte finish on metal, satin on  
 walnut stock
Price: $640.00 (as tested with Vortex scope)
Manufacturer: O.F. Mossberg & Sons, Inc.
 www.mossberg.com

field carry, sling swivel studs are 
attached, and a removable poly-
mer magazine is furnished. Mag-
azine capacity includes five for 
standard cartridges and four for 
the .375 Ruger. The magazine slips 
in and out of the rifle without hesi-
tation, is released via a small lever 
up front and, to aid in the overall 
smoothness of the bolt, by only the 
smallest of margins does it touch 
the follower. Feeding is fast and 
effortless.

Stock inletting was perfect in 
every detail. While the recoil lug 
had a bit of bedding, it was the 
polymer bedding block 
that grabbed my atten-
tion. Integral with the 
magazine well, it pro-
vides a neat way of put-
ting this rifle together for 
the best accuracy.

On the .243 Winchester 
sample, the barrel is free-
floated and measures 22 
inches. From the front 
of the stock forward to 
the muzzle, the hammer- 
forged barrel is fluted, 
tapering to a diameter of 

.620 inch with a recessed crown. 
No sights are furnished, but a set 
of Weaver-type mounts are fur-
nished on the receiver.

The receiver is made of tubular 
steel. From here, the barrel is at-
tached using the combination of a 
recoil lug and barrel nut. A cross 
bolt is milled into the stock for 
added strength. The receiver, bar-
rel and related parts all match in 
color. Twin screws hold the action 
to the trigger guard assembly with 
an additional screw for the rear of 
the polymer trigger guard. In the 
unlikely event of a ruptured case, a 

Mossberg Patriot
.243 Winchester Accuracy

 advertised actual
                      load velocity velocity group
                   (grains) (fps) (fps) (inches)

58 Hornady V-MAX Varmint 3,925 3,734 1.000
87 Hornady SST Custom Lite 2,800 2,614 0.875
100 Hornady InterLock 2,960 2,816 2.000

Notes: All loads shot from a bench at 100 yards from the Patriot’s 
22-inch barrel. Group size is the average of three shots. Loads 
chronographed over an Oehler Model 35P at 10 feet. Temperature 
was 50 degrees Fahrenheit with a slight wind.

MOSSBERG
PATRIOT

der. The stippling on the pistol grip 
has been designed to actually look 
like it is part of the rifle, thus fitting 
this area perfectly.

The walnut stock on the review 
sample (and others seen) was quite 
nice, as it was free of knots with 
a bit of fiddleback thrown in for 
good measure. The exterior satin 
finish is superb and smooth to 
the touch. A nice touch would be 
to have a black tip on the forend 
to complete the classic look and 
bring it up three notches over the 
competition; the plastic pistol grip 
cap protects this part of the stock 
during prone shooting.

On the buttstock, a graceful 
cheekpiece is well finished under 
the straight comb. Mossberg does 
furnish a thick (read soft) and wide 
recoil pad, sans a black spacer. For 
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gas escape hole is provided on the 
left side just above the stock line.

Like the barrel, the bolt has 
flutes, spiral in design, eight in to-
tal. This is a great deterrent against 
clingy dirt or debris that might be 
encountered on a foul-weather 
hunt. Twin locking lugs up front se-
cure the bolt to the action. Worth 
noting is that the bolt head is a 
separate part and can be removed 
from the bolt body for service or 
maintenance via a bolt head assem-
bly pin about a half-inch rearward 
of the bolt head itself. While some 
aficionados may criticize a bit of a 
wobble between the bolt shank and 
head, I consider this an opportu-
nity for the lugs to become securely 
seated into the breech when load-
ing a cartridge. On the bolt face is 

a traditional plunger ejector with a 
blade type extractor.

The bolt knob is blue and check-
ered. Unlike the Mossberg MVP 
series of rifles, the handle does 
not have a rearward sweep to it. 
Instead it has been forged so it 
sticks straight down and out. The 
bolt release is on the left side in 
front of the shroud. The two-po-
sition safety is to the right of the 
bolt – forward is “fire” and to the 
rear is “safe,” which locks the sear 
but allows the bolt to be opened or 
closed to insert or remove rounds. 
Mossberg’s Lightning Bolt Action 
(LBA) adjustable trigger is stan-
dard and easy to adjust to mod-
erate levels. For my testing, I did 
tweak it down to a bit under 3 
pounds for range work.

The Patriot was ordered as 
a “combo” package, which in-
cluded a Vortex 3-9x 40mm scope 
mounted at the factory in what 
looks like older Tasco-styled 
rings. Vortex Optics is an Amer-
ican company out of Middleton, 
Wisconsin, and according to its 
website, the company imports just 
about anything needed in optics, 
from scopes to binoculars to spot-
ting scopes. As a professional pho-
tographer, optics are my life, so I 
always take a critical look at new 
gear. This scope is clear and ren-
ders a sharp image. The zoom ring 
has the right amount of drag on  
it, is large enough to turn with 
gloves on, and for that final adjust-
ment, the eyepiece turns for cru-
cial focus downrange. The scope 
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MOSSBERG PATRIOT

Left, the magazine is 
polymer and without 
steel lips to bend  
under rough treatment.

Right, a polymer- 
bedding block is part 
of the magazine well; 

the barrel rests on  
the forward part  

of this insert.

The black circle behind the bolt head 
is the assembly pin that holds the twin 
lug head to the bolt shank.

The trigger is easy to adjust.
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MOSSBERG
PATRIOT

Above, Hornady 58-grain V-MAX Varmint shot well. Right, Hornady 87-grain SST 
Custom Lite was the most accurate factory ammunition.

R

is made in China. Bore sighting the 
rifle showed it was pretty much in 
line out of the box; a few clicks to 
the left put the rifle on target.

The .243 Winchester was in-
troduced 61 years ago, and I soon 
owned a Parker-Hale .243 sporter 
and began handloading the car-
tridge with lighter bullets, shooting 
woodchucks well out to 300 yards. 
I’ve been a fan since then.

Several current factory loads 
were rounded up to run through the 
Patriot. Of special interest was Hor-
nady’s Superformance Varmint con-
taining 58-grain V-MAX bullets at 
a stated 3,925 fps. With a 200-yard 
zero, point of impact at 300 yards is 
quoted at -4.5 inches. Next was Hor-
nady’s light-recoiling Custom Lite 
ammunition with an 87-grain SST 
bullet. Finally, the standard .243 
Winchester load with a 100-grain 
InterLock at 2,900 fps was used.

At the range, with temperatures 
in the 50s and hardly a breeze, 

targets were set up at 100 yards. 
The Patriot has great potential for 
accuracy, but to my chagrin, the 
heavier, 100-grain Hornady Amer-
ican Whitetail load shot the largest 
group at 2 inches. I was impressed 
with the Hornady 58-grain V-MAX 
load, as right out of the box, ac-
curacy was not bad. At 3,734 
fps from the 22-inch barrel, this 
load shot well. Surprisingly, the 
Hornady Custom Lite load with 

87-grain SST bullets was the most 
accurate out of the three.

The magazine loaded without 
problems and was easily inserted 
into the rifle. The Patriot fed with-
out fail, and for those who like to 
single load, it never failed there  
either. Finally, the scope was clear 
and sharp, making the whole rig 
complete. More information can 
be found on the website at www.
mossberg.com.
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if properly installed, all of them 
should outlast the rifles they are 
fitted to.

As mentioned in previous col-
umns, removal of burrs on screws 
can be done passably well by re-
moving the screw and clamping 
it in a vise having soft jaw liners. 
(Copper is shown.) Burrs are then 
tapped down using a flat-faced 
punch. Light touch-up with a small 
file and a bit of cold blue finishes 
the job. It beats making a new one 
every time! This goes without say-
ing that, as for all gun screws, it’s 
not necessary to damage them in 
the first place.

This old Weaver pressed-steel Tip-Off 
base for .22 grooved receivers is one 
piece with 5.75 inches of contact area 
with the receiver dovetail. Again, no 
screwdrivers needed; screw slots are 
for U.S. quarters.

This is a good way to tighten a Weaver 
thumb nut – if you can find a half-dol-
lar today.

Light Gunsmithing
(Continued from page 20)

R

Introducing the
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the Ruger 10/22™!
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formations, such as light infantry 
and rifle units, are found in almost 
every army. Traditionally, they are 
trained to move fast and engage in 
unconventional warfare.

One of the prevailing myths 
of the American War of Indepen-
dence is of the hardy woodsman 
with his long rifle, picking off 
British troops clad in red. One ac-
count claimed, and I quote: “We 
defeated the most powerful army 
in the world.” Well, hardly. In 1776 
the British Army numbered only 
about 45,000 men spread thinly 
in British possessions around the 
world. Lack of army manpower 
forced the British to employ Hes-
sian mercenaries in the Thirteen 
Colonies. Probably the most pow-
erful armies in the world at the 
time were those of France and 
Russia, and one should never for-
get the Prussians (“an army with 
a state attached,” to paraphrase 
Voltaire). Britain’s main military 
strength lay in the Royal Navy, not 
in its army.

Only a few years before the 
Americans rebelled, colonial and 
British soldiers fighting together 
in the Seven Years’ War (1756-63) 
against the French gained experi-
ence of woods fighting and skir-
mishing with rifles. This led to the 
formation of dedicated rifle units 
in the British Army. Unlike typical 
regiments, rifle units wore “rifle 
green” uniforms with black fittings 
instead of brass, carried their col-
ors on their drums and marched 
at double time. All these seeming 
eccentricities had a sound military 
basis in the tactics of the time.

Colonial veterans of the wars 
against the French and its Huron 
allies were a significant factor in 
the revolutionary army, including 
George Washington himself. The 
British Army also included such 
veterans, and they put their expe-
rience to use. Contrary to Walt Dis-
ney and popular belief, the British 
defeat was a result of much more 
than a few hillbillies shooting from 
the trees with squirrel guns.

All the examples so far have 
been of admirable elite units, but 
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such is not always the case. The 
most notorious was the German 
Einsatzgruppe Dirlewanger, a 
pseudo-SS unit employed on the 
Eastern Front in Poland, Belarus 
and the Ukraine. Established in 
1940, the unit drew its recruits 
from the ranks of convicted poach-
ers; because they were all crimi-
nals, it could not be part of the 
SS proper and was an “attached” 
unit. Adolf Hitler hated hunting 
and considered poachers the low-
est of the low. In order to set up 
the Dirlewanger unit, Heinrich 
Himmler needed Hitler’s personal 
permission. It was granted, on con-
dition that only poachers who used 
firearms could be recruited; those 
who used snares and traps could 
not. Rather a fine distinction, when 
you think of it, particularly given 
their later activities.

Oskar Dirlewanger, the com-
mander, was an SS officer, and 
the unit he put together and com-
manded for five years has a strong 
claim to being the most despica-
ble combat unit of the war in Eu-
rope. It rampaged behind the lines 
on the Eastern Front, killing more 
than 30,000 people in Belarus 
alone. Dirlewanger himself, an al-
coholic sadist, was noted for flog-
ging and executing his own troops 
if he detected any sign of insubor-
dination. He was captured in 1945, 
imprisoned and reportedly beaten 
to death by Polish guards who rec-
ognized him.

The Dirlewanger unit notwith-
standing, the role of hunters and 
riflemen in war is long and honor-
able. It is documented history, but 
alas, today’s politicians are notably 
short on their knowledge of history.

In 1940, when Britain feared an 
imminent invasion, Winston Chur-
chill (a noted shooter and hunter) 
exhorted the country to arm it-
self with anything from guns to 
butcher knives, and at least “take 
one with you” should the Germans 
invade. Unfortunately, the United 
Kingdom was lamentably short 
of civilian firearms, and tens of 
thousands of guns were donated 
by the United States and shipped 
to England for distribution to 
the populace. In the years since 

themselves in a general conflagra-
tion, rather than less. George San-
tayana is quoted as saying that 
“those who do not remember the 
past are doomed to repeat it.” Ger-
man philosopher Georg Hegel was 
more pointed: “We learn from his-
tory that we do not learn from his-
tory.” Members of the Order of St. 
Hubertus may wear robes that look 
strange to the modern eye, but the 
principles they have upheld for 
more than 300 years are as valid 
today as they were in 1695, as his-
tory proves. Sir Winston Churchill, 
I’m sure, would agree.

1945, Britain has been progres-
sively disarmed, with increasing 
restrictions on rifle ownership, 
and handguns banned completely 
(from legal ownership, at least) 
since the 1990s. Even knives are 
restricted, with anything over a 
four-inch blade ostensibly illegal.

Most politicians insist that a 
situation such as the dark days 
of 1940 could never arise now. I 
would argue the opposite. With 
Islamic extremists threatening 
worldwide holy war at every turn, 
it seems to me today’s civilians 
are more likely to need to defend R
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The death of Supreme Court 
Justice Antonin Scalia in Feb-

ruary sparked all kinds of rumors 
and conspiracy theories to go along 
with the tributes to his legal mind. 
The fact that he died on a remote 
ranch in West Texas while quail 
hunting with friends led to inves-
tigations of those friends. This, in 
turn, revealed the fact that they 
were connected with an ancient, 
aristocratic European hunting so-
ciety called the International Order 
of St. Hubertus.

The Order was founded in 1695 
by a Bohemian (Czech) nobleman, 
and throughout its history its mem-
bers have included princes, dukes, 
emperors and – most recently – 
King Juan Carlos of Spain. One of 
the Order’s original stated aims 
was to encourage hunting as train-
ing for war. Naturally, this led to 
all kinds of mockery and denigra-
tion among liberal commentators 
on public radio and elsewhere, 
displaying a worrying ignorance 
of history.

In 1695, the skills of hunting 
were also the skills of war; in 2016, 
to a very large degree, the skills of 
hunting are still the skills of war. 
This is particularly true of infan-
trymen, who are the indispensable 
core of every army. Beyond the ob-

vious benefit of knowing how to 
use a rifle, there is also field craft, 
concealment, stalking, sniping, 
living off the land and coping with 
an adversary whose goal is to kill 
you first.

There are any number of exam-
ples throughout history. Some are 
broad, such as the performance of 
Canadian troops in the Great War. 
The Canadian Corps established 
itself as the best fighting unit on 
the Western Front from 1915 to 
1918, with an unrivaled combat 
record. Historians credited their 

upbringing in the Canadian bush, 
as hunters, farmers and trappers, 
with making them natural soldiers.

Many countries have singled  
out hunters and formed them into 
elite units. This is obvious from the  
terminology. The German Jäger (or 
Jaeger) means “hunter;” so does 
the French chasseur. These terms 
were applied to both military units 
and the rifles designed for them. 
In Germany and Austria, alpine 
troops (Alpenkorps) were drawn 
from native mountaineers and 
hunters. Italy, also a mountainous 
country, had its Alpini.

Some armies, such as Finland’s, 
consisted completely of such 
troops. In 1940, Finnish soldiers 
on skis, and vastly outnumbered, 
fought the Red Army to a stand-
still. Their performance inspired 
an American ski-patrol official to 
lobby the Pentagon for formation 
of specially trained units of moun-
tain troops, and the end result was 
the famous 10th Mountain Divi-
sion. Obviously, many skills are in-
terwoven here, including shooting, 
climbing and skiing. Other military 
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Growing up as a hunter is the best training for a soldier – as true in the age of the 
AR (Alexander Arms, bottom) as in the days of the Winchester 94.






